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Editorial
At last week's SGM there was a great deal of rhetoric about the content and presentation of Salient. There

was felt to be severe deficiencies in Salient's content and a distinct bias in the articles published. Without
wanting to get involved in the debate about the bias that is present in every article written, whoever the writer,
there is some truth in the allegations. The reasons are however different from those presented at the SGM.

Articles on international topics, for example, are included in Salient because I think commenting on the
international situation is one important aspect of Salient's function. I also think that articles on sport are
important, similarly articles on international affairs written from differing perspectives. However these last two
sorts of articles are not particularly evident in Salient. The problem is that we just don't have the resources to
produce them.

The Salient staff are small in number, not more than 30 or so. Not only do these people involve themselves
in the technical production of the paper, many of them participate by submitting articles, all at the same time as
doing full-time varsity courses. And people then have the gall to issue all kinds of accusations about the "staff"
because they fail to write even more articles! Alternatively vast constitutional amendments are-proposed to
change the selection of the editor on the spurious grounds that this will produce more articles!

The sad fact is that if students want to broaden the range of topics covered in their newspaper they have to
contribute something to it. This is of course not as forbidding as it sounds — writing articles is not difficult
(and gets easier with practice!). If you don't want to write, there is technical work available. If there is a topic
you think should be covered, but you don't feel capable of writing it yourself, merely collecting together all the
background information will be of great assistance. Another of our problems is that we don't know everything
that's going on. Again if there's something going on that you think should be covered, tell us about it, better still
report it for Salient.

If this sounds to you like a cry for help, you've got the message. It may take a bit more time than attending
an SGM, but more people becoming involved is the only way that Salient can really be improved.
Peter Beach.

EPISODE 15 "SPARKS FLY" JOE SPUTNIK AND THE MYSTERY OF... DAYS OF TRAVELLING
FOLLOW DAYS OF TRAVELLING I've a lot more to tell you about this land, boy! A lot more! To begin with
there's the mutants! mutants? that's afamiliar term! They're all over the place! Human beings strangely mutated
by some fowl means. Look! I'm surprised you haven't run into any before! They're also as ugly as hell! I
wouldn't want my daughter to marry one! But what about yourself mr. sparks? you've had those silly fins on the
sides of your head ever since we met! I.... I HAVE? I'll fetch a mirror! Help! Rush me to a hospital! I'm a
human being! I'm becoming fish! Don't point that thing at me! I've always looked like this! I come from a
family with a peculiar ethic background! I shouldn't worry. Fish are probably Supposed to act like that!
CONTINUED..........

Salient Notes
It is Friday afternoon, 12:20pm. All right minded citizens are at a forum organised by the Pat Bartlett fan

club. All left minded citizens are at a forum organised by the Anarcho-Syndicalist Pact members. Needless to
say the Salient staff are not at either, because no matter what we accuse them of, they certainly don't have a
mind (except perhaps Mark Wilson - we can tell because he wears a tie.)

No, the merry men ("persons" screams Helen McNaught) are hard at work, heads firmly embedded in the
sand. "Take that ostrich out of here" moans Lorrain Wilson as she tries to stop her dog Tarza from savaging a
strange figure which is standing on one leg, struggling vainly to pull its head out of the sand box. "No, its not an
ostrich, its only Andrew Beach doing his yoga exercises" explains Kathryne Fleming.

Geoff Adams sits in a corner surreptitiously making one of his superduper boomerang darts out of an
important piece of copy. "This is how it's done" he explains to sister Virginia, and he throws his dart in a cirole,
narrowly missing David Murray and Jonathon Taylor, who are [unclear: bent] the light table looking for the
missing [unclear: galley]

Drawing of a sailor urinating off a ship



"Aaaaaaaaaaaargh...." screams Jessica [unclear: Wi] cutting herself on the sharp end of a [unclear:
scalpel]. heh heh......." sniggers Grant Gillatt from [unclear: th] end of the said weapon. "That wasn't [unclear:
very] observes Nigel Parry as he turns back to [unclear: his] dleywinks, "Lets play doctors and nurses"
[unclear: c] Alan MacArthur as he watches blood [unclear: oozing] the wounded heroine. "Good grief, that's
[unclear: A] rhesus negative", breathes Andrew Ross [unclear: hea vily], "has anyone got a glass?"

A lonely figure takes little notice of this which would have been unfolding before his had his eyes been
open. It is Geoff Byng, [unclear: wl] meditating under the table, watched [unclear: lovingly] Simon Terry who
is strumming his guitar [unclear: sug tively], crooning ".....by the time we got [unclear: to w] stock."

Peter Beach, Simon Wilson and Stephen A'Court are playing University Challenge. [unclear: not]
Nebuchadnezzar, neither am I Simon [unclear: Wil] chuckles Simon. "Are you a Seventh [unclear: Dav A]
ventist?" challenges Andrew McCallum. "[unclear: Or] on a Sunday" parries the ever-alert [unclear: Wilson.]
you the Melancholic Alcoholic?" suggests [unclear: Ri] Scotney. "No, my name is not Fergus [unclear: Barro]
man" denies Simon vehemently.

"Are you by any chance an infamous [unclear: stu] newspaper edited by Peter Beach, published VUWSA,
and printed by Wanganui [unclear: Newspaper] Ltd, Drews Ave, Wanganui?" demands the [unclear: af] said
FJB. "No, no, no......" shrieks [unclear: Simon], ing through his teeth (false ).

Lunch Mon to Friday Dinner Friday to Saturday (Bring your own) 22 Wakefield Street (opposite Town
YOU CAN TRUST US!

Scholarships
At this stage of the year, many resourceful students begin scouring the universities in search of scholarships

that will raise their prestige and fill their bank account. There are actually quite a number of Scholarships
offered each year, mainly for post-graduate study, but there are a number of under-graduate scholarships
including the:
• Alexander Crawford Scholarship
• Emily Lilias Johnston Scholarship
• Ivan Watkins Dow Scholarships in Accountcy and Marketing
• Jane Ferguson Scholarship
• Wellington Publishing Company Scholarship in Journalism.

Full list of scholarships offered student are contained in the University Grants Committee Handbook and
the Victoria University of Wellington awards which are [unclear: available] for perusal from the Scholarships
[unclear: Cle] (Mrs J. Malcolmson) at 3 Kelburn [unclear: Parade.] Mrs Malcolmson should also be contacted
for application forms and other details.

As a preliminary measure students [unclear: migh] like to examine the Scholarships notice [unclear: bo]
ard on Level 3 of the Kirk Building.

Editors Wanted
Any person/persons interested in maintaning the time honoured high standard of VUWSA's prestigious

Handbook; (or, if at all possible to improve it!), is invited to supply cirriculum vitae outlining experience, ideas,
etc. to:

Publications Officer Helen Aikman by Monday 6th August.
Appointment(s) will be made on Wednesday 8th August.
Salient Editor 1980
Wanted :an individual with immense technical skill, the leadership ability of a four-star general, the

dedication of a religious fanatic, preferably with publishing experience of many years and the ability to let
vicious attacks fall like water off a duck's back — for our student newspaper.

This position is a full-time job. The editor is responsible for the overall content and presentation of the
paper.

(Remuneration this year is $80 per issue; not bad for 100 - 120 hour week!)
Please supply curriculum vitae outlining experience, degree of literacy, qualities, ideas, etc to:
Publications Officer Helen Aikman by Monday 6th August.
Appointment(s) will be made on Wednesday 8th August.
future graduates New Zealand Motor Corporation HAS CAREER OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE for

you in accounting, marketing, corporate planning and personnel. For an appointment with our representative on



Tuesday July 31, please contact the Careers Office, 6 Kelburn Parade telephone 728-150.

Top of the Week

[unclear: One] Sided Cooperation
[unclear: It] Tuesday evening, we were treated [unclear: ch] the media of television and radio, [unclear:

esage] of "importance to every New [unclear: der]" from our Prime Minister. It was [unclear: age] of both
economic and political [unclear: especially] timed for release only [unclear: ays] before the opening of the
Na[unclear: Party's] conference in Christchurch [unclear: ch] was not as notable for what it said [unclear: ch]
as it is an indicator of future Go [unclear: ent] action. In other words, the vei[unclear: eates] to both trade
unions and in[unclear: contained] within the statement are [unclear: nteresting] than the actual measures
[unclear: need].

[unclear: entially], there were two main points [unclear: statement]. First, the establishment [unclear: 5%]
general wage increase from Sep[unclear: r] 3, and secondly, the repeal of the [unclear: al] Wage Orders Act
1977.

[unclear: inter] to Rising Prices
[unclear: eneral] wage order is seen by the Go[unclear: ent] as a wage increase in response to [unclear:

ses] in the cost of living, while wage [unclear: ses] bargained for by individual unions [unclear: individual]
employers are supposed to [unclear: rgins] for skill and established [unclear: rela— among] workers in
different indus[unclear: oing] the same sort of job. But in the [unclear: ne] quarter, wage increases outstripped
[unclear: ises] by 2.7% - without the benefit of [unclear: ral] wage order. The Government is [unclear:
oncerned] at this practice; where the [unclear: ng] people are getting "too much".

[unclear: erefore] the General Wage Orders Act is [unclear: scrapped] and the unions will no longer
[unclear: e] to apply to the Court of Arbitration [unclear: general] wage order.

[unclear: e] belief that free wage bargaining has [unclear: o] too high wage increases is not the on[unclear:
son] that the Government took this stand [unclear: nesday]. It is a reaction to the FOL's [unclear: prc
"minimum] living wage" of about the [unclear: of] the present average wage. The FoL [unclear: the] time of
the announcement, pre[unclear: g] its case to the Arbitration Court. In [unclear: l] style, Muldoon, instead of
letting the [unclear: reach] its own decision, jumps in, and [unclear: s] the very law under which it operates.

[unclear: essive"] Wages
[unclear: at] all this means, of course, is that free [unclear: bargaining] remains intact as a process

[unclear: etermining] wage increases. But the wri[unclear: s on] the wall for this process if it starts [unclear:
oduce] wage rises which, in the Govern[unclear: 's] eyes, are "excessive".

[unclear: is] clear that Muldoon expects the 4.5% [unclear: order] to be taken into account for any
[unclear: negotiated] wage increases over the next [unclear: e] months. This point is somewhat ob[unclear: d]
by the fact that he has called for a [unclear: tite] conference of unions, employers [unclear: Government] to
work out how long it will be until the next general wage increase.

It is clear that Muldoon will run into some difficulty with this proposal - the FoL have already indicated
their reluctance to take part in such negotiations. But Muldoon pointedly made reference to the fact that wage
and price limiting powers will be made a part of the repealing legislation - not that they don't have these powers
already - a direct warning to both unions and employers that the Government will not stand idle if negotiated
wage increases are too high (what exactly is "too high" has not been stated but it will tend to be whatever the
Government decide;, at any one time.)

The Government's philosophy on free wage bargaining of which this latest move is very much a part, is to
let it continue but come down hard on large increases and workers who strike to attain wage increases. This last
point is a particularly pernicious one because the ability of workers to withdraw their labour is, in reality, the
only power they have. It is this vital possession - their labour power which gives workers any basis at all from
which to bargain. A government which allows workers to bargain for wage increases but withdraws the right to
strike is a Government which makes it almost impossible for negotiated increases to occur.



The battle Against Inflation
In last Tuesday's pronouncement - which resembled a war-time broadcast calling for "co-operation,

imagination and determination" in these "difficult times" — a state of war was called against inflation. And the
number one enemy in the fight against inflation was declared to be the rise in wages to workers.

But what are the facts? If we care to examine the figures we find that it is entirely erroneous to equate wage
increases with a rise in inflation. During the three financial years of 1975, 1976, and 1977 wages increased at a
slower rate than the increase in prices (or, the rate of inflation). Thus, inflation continued to increase even
though wages were kept below price rises. But in the financial year of 1978 wage increases outstripped the rate
of price rises while the rate of inflation dropped.

Obviously, the rate of inflation fluctuates for reasons much more important than wage increases. To claim
that unions are irresponsible to go for "excessive" wage increases because they will directly worsen inflation is
to ignore the real influences on the rate of inflation. To focus on wage increases as the main motivator of
inflation, as both National and Labour Governments have done, is a red herring employed to ensure that profits
of big business are kept as high as possible. In times of economic recession, us we are now [unclear: finaly]
entrenched in, the fact that both Labour and National act in the interests of big business becomes more obvious.
Their rhetoric and their policies are designed to keep wages down to the lowest possible level.

And this is the light in which Muldoon's economic statement to the nation must be seen in because it was
very much a part of this political philosophy. It is also a sop to the big business interests before the National
Party conference: in whose eyes Muldoon has been losing credibility lately for not fully carrying out the
anti-worker policies they wish him to.
Stephen A'Court.

Returning Officer for Annual Election
Applications are invited for the position of Returning Officer for the election of the 1980 VUWSA

Executive. The election is to be held on Wednesday 12 and Thursday 13 September An honorarium of $115
will be paid.

Applications for Returning Officer close at the Association Office at 4.30 pm this Wednesday (1 August) or
can be made direct to John Blincoe, Convenor of the Election Committee, from whom any further details may
be obtained. His phone numbers are 893-157 (home) and 738-775 (work.)

Graffiti
With this week's selection which among other things throws new light on the death of Captain Cook, the

lecture block mens again takes all awards. We repeat however, that more productivity is imperitive; toilet walls
are being erased left right and centre, we must fight back. Next time nature calls, take a pen.

Elvis is King
Elvis may be King, but the Rutles are gods. I agree, Elvis is King, and there is only one God - and he

doesn't take LSD. They're all human, as well as Elvis.
I think God must have been high to create New Zealand.
God didn't create N.Z. you blockhead
O.K. know-all who did?
Captain Cook.
Captain Cook did LSD?

Neil Young for PM
God Tim, this is a bit off.
Let priests marry, it would give them a working knowledge of Rell.
God is dead, Marx is dead, Nieztsche is dead, Einstein is dead, and I'm not feeling too well myself.
SRC WED 12 noon UNION HALL AGENDA: *Election of Treasurer *Election of NZUSA August

Council representatives. *Proposed amendments to course grading system.
HOP University Cafe With the exciting new band: Hakkit Fri. Aug. 3 9pm Organised by the Fiji Club.
NZUSA 1980 VACANCIES Applications are now open for the following full-time positions with the New



Zealand University Students' Association in 1980:— President Education and Welfare Vice-President General
Vice President Each position carries a salary of approximately $6,125 gross p.a. and successful applicants are
expected to live in Wellington. Applications are also open for the part-time position of Womens Rights Action
Committee Co-ordinator which carries an honorarium of approximately $500 p.a. Applications should include
the name, address, and telephone number of the applicant, and the position applied for be sent to:— The
President, NZUSA, P.O. Box. 9047, Courtenay Place, WELLINGTON. Applications close at 5 p.m. on
Monday August 4. Elections will take place on August 14 at NZUSA's Council in Auckland and candidates are
advised to attend. For further information contact your students' association President or the President of
NZUSA at the above address.

GARLANDS RESTAURANT Phone 736-681 80 MANNERS ST UPSTAIRS Mon to Fri + COURSE
LUNCH AND ROAST DINNER $3.00 & EXTENSIVE A LA CARTE MENU SUNDAY NIGHT LIVE
ENTERTAINMENT FROM THE CELTIC ROOTS (PLAYING SCOTS AND IRISH FOLK)

Reforms Routed
And the winner is. . . Yes folks, when the battlesmoke cleared on last week's Special General Meeting, it

revealed that the motions before it had been convincingly defeated.
These motions were, of course the much-pamphleted partners in petition, those ikonoclastic amendments

Alec Ted Editor and the Reverend Dum. The first of these, had he not been foiled in his plans, would have
replaced the present system whereby the Editor of Salient is appointed by the Association's Publications Board
with one where the editor would be elected directly by the students in the same ballot as they elect their
Executive. It would also have empowered SRC to elect the editor of any other publication the Association
might put out, such as the annual handbook, and to elect a temporary editor for [unclear: salient] should the
necessity arise.

The second, likewise if he had succeeded, would have amended the Constitution to provide for the
conducting of referenda on motions declared to be "contentious" by SRC or a General Meeting. Also when the
Executive decided one was necessary for a particular issue or when 75 members of the Association called for
one by petition. The decisions of such referenda were to be binding for 12 months unless repealed or amended
by another referendum.

Before the first shots could be fired however, a brace of points of order arose questioning whether in fact
the motions, could be considered by the meeting. The substance of these was the requirement that motions to
amend the Constitution must be given notice of 10 days before a meeting can be held to vote on them. This is to
allow amendments to be studied and their full implications understood.

However the chairman, Professor of Social Work, John McCreary, ruled that the meeting was entitled to
consider the motion, and the meeting continued.

The Battlelines Drawn
The battlelines were then drawn by Andrew Tees, mover of the motion. First mentioning what he sees as

the domination of Salient by "a well-known ultra-politico clique," he said that basically the motion intended to
turn over the election of the Salient editor to "you, the students" rather than the "select minority" on the
Publications Board."

"I needn't remind you of the patent rubbish that has been put out by editors over the years," he said, and
launched into a tirade against the "trendy leftist politicos who hang around the newspaper." He then referred to
what he sees as "the arrogant attitude that has pervaded editors for more than a few years, a holier than thou
attitude that students are apathetic" (never!!).

Regarding the image Salient presented to the community, Tees said people think "we are a load of left-wing
punk rockers." "I don't prescribed to either persuasion in particular." He finished off by claiming that the
"existing checks on the editor are totally inadequate to protect out money and our image in the community."

His ammunition exhausted, Tees handed over to seconder of the motion. Robin Craw, who charged into the
fray claiming that the motion was designed to establish the democratic aims of the Constitution, one man one
vote. "You sexist bastard" came a voice from the floor. He said that Peter Beach's claim that the motion
represented a threat to editorial independence shows that he "doesn't understand the difference between
editorial independence and arrogant sovereignty." "The motion doesn't limit independence, it merely makes the
editor both independent and representative."

Shaking off this vicious two-pronged attack, the defending forces' vanguard in the shape of Publications
Board Treasurer Tim Brown took the floor. He said that the effect of the motion would be to give students



"power with no responsibility." "An editor requires a high degree of skill, and some degree of knowledge is
needed for the selection of a good one. If someone comes along and speaks to you for two minutes, do you
think you'll have enough knowledge?"

"Also," he said, "you'll have no power over what the elected editor does You'll be electing someone to be a
dictator whereas the present system means the Publications Board is appointing someone who becomes a
member of the Board."

Expanding on this point the following speaker, Paul Norman said that the Publications Board spends "some
weeks" painstakingly researching candidates. "You don't have a politically controlled board at the moment but
you would have politically controlled editors if they were directly elected."

Craw to Saxby: "I hope Salient don't print this photo."
Photo of Robin Craw and Saxby, with people around them voting
Cooking column contributor Alfred Harris then attracted derisive laughter when he blamed Merv

Wellington's "unwillingness" (I thought he was scared!) to come and talk on campus on the tone of articles in
recent issues of Salient, particularly a Bottom of the Week article entitled "Merv in Blunderland".

Poor Alf was also upset over some of the ingredients in his recipes ending up incorrect in the paper. "In
future I'll go in and proof read my articles, but I shouldn't have to do this, it's the editor's job." He concluded by
saying that what's needed is an editor "who will allow a diversity of opinion to be expressed. We don't have that
at the moment.

Simon Wilson, dodging a barrage of hisses, then told the meeting that while criticism of the present
selection system "may be fair in some respects," what has to be established is whether the new system will
mean that job will be any better done. "To change the Constitution you have to be sure that it will bring an
absolute improvement. And there is no guarantee we will get a better editor or a better Salient," he said.

In an attempt to bolster the now faltering attack, John Penney rose to say that it is not at all fair that the
Publications Board has a majority of SRC representatives "elected by only 150 students." "The editor is editing
for all students, not just 150, and therefore should be accountable to all. It's easier to have 150 votes swung than
6,000."

Steve Underwood hammered the final nails in the motion's coffin. He questioned whether the election of
the editor would alter anything as it depended on the number of candidates who stand. "In 1977 there were two
candidates, this year there was one. People are falling over themselves for the job," he said. "The fundamental
test of an editor," he continued, "is whether or not that paper gets out, and while enthusiasm may be high for the
first few issues it's a bloody drag working at midnight on a Thursday night when all the staff have gone home."

Tees, making a last ditch stand during his closing speech, said he felt sure the motion would produce an
improvement. "How?" was the strident interjection. "The proof of the pudding is in the eating" was the
ineffectual reply. "We should give it a chance," he said. "The status quo is all very well, but we need a change."

The meeting however disagreed and the motion was finally laid to rest.

The Second Assault
Undeterred by defeat though, the forces mustered for the second motion, the question of a system of

referenda. Mover Michael Carr-Gregg said that the motion's aim was to get more students to participate in the
determination of Association policy. "The present system of SRCs has a number of well-known failings. A lot
of students have either part or full time jobs preventing them from giving over two hours to an SRC. Increasing
workloads have the same effect."

"It has been claimed that referenda will stifle debate on an issue. The 10 days notice required will allow
debate," he said. Regarding the cost of referenda, Carr-Gregg said he didn't envisage there being more than five
a year as they would be used only for "contentious issues." "The question is 'what cost democracy'" he said.

After a speech by seconder John Penney in which he compared SRC to a religious grouping, Richard
Helleyer spoke of the "inherent dangers" of referenda, both in the inability to make rapid decisions and in the
possibility of a group of 75 people forcing them willy-nilly on the Association.

He also questioned whether there would be only five a year. "We don't know, there could be 40 or 50." He
said he didn't quibble about the cost, but it must be considered whether "this will give us democracy, and is it
administratively possible?"

Gerard Winter attempted to interject some humour (?) into the preceedings with a series of jokes of dubious
origins He said that he had calculated the cost of the proposed referenda to the nearest zillionth of a dollar and
"they are going to be quite expensive.

Steve Underwood then outlined what he saw as the administrative headaches referenda would produce,
especially with regard to the printing of ballot papers [unclear: are] the counting of them. He said the purpose
of the motion was to give more power to the majority of students, yet [unclear: four] people, a majority of the



Executive, [unclear: coul] decide to have a referenda.
"You can have referenda on so many issues that people will get sick of voting, filling in forms, and the

same people [unclear: whe] now come to SRC will be doing all the voting. Everything's different but nothing's
been changed."

The question of whether referenda [unclear: we] mean greater student participation was then examined by
Simon Terry, who [unclear: sai] that while more would take part, it [unclear: woul] only be about 400 who
voted. The [unclear: effec] would be to have less people coming to SRC which would mean that SRC would
end up being run by just a small group of people.

Andrew Tees then repeated the [unclear: argum] ent that referenda were necessary to [unclear: gain] the
involvement of the 2,000 part-timers on campus who are unable to attend [unclear: SRC] However Virginia
Adams replied that the plight of part-timers would always be a problem. The only way to solve it would be to
have every issue decided by [unclear: referen] dum, but the financial and administrative costs of that would be
even higher than if the present motion was passed.

Having his right of reply, Carr-Gregg said that referenda do work at Auckland University. "Is Auckland so
different from Wellington? Think of the 2,000 students who can't make it to SRC on a Wednesday," he
concluded.

The meeting thought about it and then trounced the motion on a voice vote.
Mark Wilson

Student Loans from your on campus bank If you need a little help and advice on making your money go
further it's there for the asking from the Bank of New Zealand. We're right on campus and ready to help.
Student loans The great thing about these is their flexibility. From just a few days to tide you over a rough spot
or long-term so that you can plan ahead over the years you're studying. Interest is charged at a concessional
rate. If you'd like to talk over your money problems with people who understand money and how it works call
into the Bank of New Zealand on campus and arrange a time for a chat. Call at the BNZ on-campus office, and
arrange to see Ray Carman, or phone him direct at BNZ Wellington branch, corner Lamnton and Customhouse
Quays, phone 725-99. Bank of New Zealand Here when you need us - on campus

[unclear: Don't] be Conned!
Have you seen an advertisement like this and been moved to apply for it? If so don't be fooled. There is

every indication that they are a "rip-off". The British Department of Education and science has been
investigating these organisations which claim to offer information about grants to students. Apparently,
Granville (Cash Grants and Benefits) — the text of whose advertisement appears above - are not the only
offenders.

There exists an organisation operating variously under the names of Criterion Grants Sources Department,
with a Southport address, Interlink Planning and Promotions, with a Merseyside address and Transport
Research and Marketing, with a Carlisle address.

All of these appear to offer assistance in obtaining grants for students to attend British or American
universities. In fact, what prospective students get in return for paying registration fees to the advertisers, is
information which is either worthless or could more cheaply and certainly more reliably have been obtained
from reputable sources elsewhere. So far the advertisers have managed to keep just within the law, although
Criterion and Interlink at least have been investigated by the police. It may be that Granville (Cash and
Benefits) is connected with Criterion/Interlink Transsart.

The Department's advice to any New Zealand student intending to study in the United Kingdom would be
to first consult the handbook published by the Longman group for the Association of Commonwealth
Universities and the British Council and entitled "Higher Education in the United Kingdom." The 1979-80
edition cost three pounds, twenty-five cents, but copies should be available to students from the United
Kingdom High Commissioner in New Zealand and the British Council and perhaps libraries and from careers
advisers in schools.

As far as grants are concerned, the regulations governing mandatory awards to students at United Kingdom
universities require a student to have been ordinarily resident in the United Kingdom for the three years
immediately preceding the start of his/her course. It is extremely unlikely that any student who normally lives
in New Zealand would be eligible for a grant to attend a British university course. Grants are actually paid by
local education authorities and in theory any local education authority could at their discretion make a grant to
any student ineligible for a mandatory award.

In practice, all but one local education authority impose residence conditions on discretionary awards as
strict as, and often stricter than, those prescribed in the regulations. However, any New Zealand student wishing



to study in Britain who could not be assisted from sources administered by, or known to, the New Zealand
Government could obtain further informations from the Department of Education and Science, or from the
United Kingdom Council for Overseas Student Affairs at 60 Westbourne Grove, London W2 5FG, or the
National Union of Students at 302 Pentonville Road, London N1 9LD. Information from any of these sources is
free, as it would be from any United Kingdom university offering a New Zealand (or any other) student a place,
and is certain to be more reliable than anything Granville or o other such organisations could offer.

The New Zealand High Commission in Britain has discovered that the British authorities are well aware of
the operations of Granville (Cash and Benefits). This firm apparently responds to initial approaches with an
offer to provide, in return for a fee, more detailed information on courses and scholarships available in the UK.
Upon payment by the enquirer of this fee, Granville duly fulfills its undertaking to provide more detailed
information. The rub is that the information disseminated is available free of charge from British High
Commissions and Embassies and from officers of the British Council abroad as well as from educational bodies
within Britain itself.

The authorities in Britain have concluded reluctantly that there is nothing they can do either to stop
Granville or to "protect from themselves" the users of the "service" offered. The firm is not in breach of the law
in respect either of its advertisements or its operations: it supplies (legally) what it says it will supply.

The British authorities take the view that the only implication that this organisation dispenses cash grants
lies, if it lies at all, in the name of the firm, Granville (Cash Grants and Benefits). The advertisement suggests
only that the reader should inform himself or herself "of the financial aid opportunities now available." It goes
on to offer to provide free details of these opportunities rather than financial aid itself.

Education

Wanted: If you are 17-26 Years
If you art around the standard in your education or particular subject that you [unclear: eel] can only be

advanced by study at a [unclear: University] or College then you should in[unclear: orm] yourself of the
financial aid and op[unclear: ortunities] now available.

You Can Get A Scholarship
[unclear: o] study in America or Britain, Generous [unclear: Cash] Awards are available for a very large

[unclear: umber] of overseas English-speaking stu[unclear: lents] in Medicine - Business Studies - Po[unclear:
tics] - Philosophy - Economics - Agricul[unclear: ura] - Mathematics - Languages - Litere— [unclear: use] -
History - International Law - Che[unclear: mistry] - Physics - Engineering and hund[unclear: eds] of other
course subjects too nume[unclear: ous] to list here.

American And British Universities
[unclear: rovide] placet specially for oversees app[unclear: cents], including 'mature' students (those

[unclear: who] have been in work after leaving full[unclear: me] study). Both these countries ere pia[unclear:
ing] increasing importance on maintaining [unclear: heir] sphere of influence as leaders of the [unclear: ree]
World. Thus tens of thousands of [unclear: udents] from abroad are now being fi— [unclear: anced] to study at
these Universities and [unclear: olleges]. Part-time and vacation employ[unclear: ent] can be easily found if
desired.

[unclear: Send] for Free Details enclosing [unclear: self]-addressed envelope and two Inter[unclear:
ational] reply coupons (from the Post [unclear: office]) to —

Granville (Cash Grants & Benefits),
Barton House,
Court Road,
South port,
Merseyside, U.K.



Sport Nice Guys come Last

Massey Trip
Drawing of a man throwing a rubgy ball
Last Tuesday 70 "sportspersons" travelled to Palmerston North to take on the strength of Massey

University. After many last minute alterations and withdrawals we managed to get teams together to play:—
• Rugby League
• Rugby Union
• Basketball
• Badminton
• Hockey

It was a very eventful day with Victoria not having full teams in Rubgy Union and Basketball. This was a
difficult if not embarrassing situation to be in upon arrival at Massey. The only solution was to play a Rugby
team which looked in some ways like a Rugby League team and the mens Basketball team had members from
the Hockey team and even one individual who hadn't played Basketball before.

Odds against us you may think. Well, we got more than 20 points. Unfortunately Massey managed to get
over 80. That's right, we lost that one. Actually we lost the Women's Basketball as well. A much closer score at
44 to 20.

The Rugby League game was a well fought match but Victoria came through to hold Massey down and win
24 - 20. The Rugby team was a bit less fortunate failing to score but Massey had other ideas and piled up 24.
One member of the Rugby team was reported as leaving the field some time into the game saying "he'd had
enough and was off for a beer." Such dedication must be admired.

The Hockey was a well fought game and apparently Massey took us just a bit lightly and found out it was a
bit of a mistake losing 3 - 2. Our Badminton players had little difficulty in bringing down the Massey
opposition.

A successful day finished off with a few ales made for a very good day. Unfortunately it will be impossible
to arrange a return trip as there is not time left between now and the August holidays.
Phil Sowman,Sports Officer.

CHELSEA RECORDS ALL $8.99 ALBUMS AND CASSETTES ONLY AN EXAMPLE OF ALBUMS
OR CASSTES FOR ONLY $7.60 E.L.O. DISCOVERY E.W.F. 1 AM IAN DRURY 'DO IT YOURSELVES'
POLICE 'OUTLANDOS D'AMOUR' WINGS BACK TO THE EGG' NEIL YOUNG 'RUST NEVER SLEEPS'
CARS 'CANDY O' OFFER ENDS 31st December 1979 JUST SHOW YOU STUDENT I.D. CARD (OR NO
DISCOUNT) MANNERS MALL WELLINGTON

DRIVE A GOOD BARGAIN Budget rent a car International DOMINION Rent a car SKIING,
TRAMPING - WHATEVER YOUR INTEREST!! Put yourself behind the wheel of a DOMINION BUDGET
rent-a-car. PHONE: 726-336 42 WATERLOO QUAY WELLINGTON CITY

Maori Language Week

Maori Language
In my view the Maori language is at the most severe crisis point of its existance.
While the number of second language learners continues to increase dramatically, the number of pre-school

children speaking Maori as their first language has suffered severe decline over the last ten years.
This decline has been brought about primarily by the failure of successive Governments to support Maori

parents' strong desire to see their children grow up bilingual. Immense pressure has been put on the language in
the home by the media who, apart from Radio New Zealand, have refused to grant even token recognition of
Maori by running a daily column of 5 minutes of news per night on TV.

In the schools Maori has continued to be considered unsuitable as a medium of instruction in a system that
can be described in the kindest terms as 'institutionally racist' from top to bottom.

In spite of the efforts of the Maori community to get Maori introduced into schools, the present



programmes have not lived up to the expectations people had of them in the early 70s. In general they have
done a good job in assisting Maori children develop a positive sense of identity and give Pakeha children a
better understanding of our main cultural heritage. However they have failed to produce speakers of the
language and realistically could not have been expected to do so because of their low level language objectives

The last few years have seen an increasing sense of frustration among Maori teachers and parents as they
are forced to sit on the side line and watch their language die in spite of all their efforts to maintain it
themselves.

It seems that while the Pakeha will not publically block Maori language maintenance and revival attempts,
they won't assist it either. And more than ever Pakeha assistance is needed.

This year's Maori language week therefore focuses attention on the factors that are outside the control of
the Maori community and the roles that they have to play in language revival. Maoris consider that six things
must be done now if tragedy is to be averted.

1. Bilingual Schooling
The language must be introduced into schools as a medium of instruction, especially in Maori speaking and

Maori concentrated areas.

2. The Media and Maori
The Media must allow the Maori language to appear as a normal, everyday part of its responsibility to our

bi-cultural society. Television in particular has refused even 5 minutes of Maori per day, and until recently
Maori groups had to buy advertising in order to get Maori onto the Radio.

3. Maori as a National Language
Maori must be recognised as the other official language of New Zealand. A recent Supreme Court case

ruled that a Maori could not conduct his case in Maori because the language has no National Status. This was
based on a precedent from a 1362 English Act, deemed to be still in force in New Zealand! The Act
establishing Maori as a National Language must therefore be binding on all other Acts and Statutes.

4. The Economic Strength of Rural Areas.
The economic strength of rural areas must be built up in order that Maoris can remain in their home area, or

return there if they wish. A Government policy of regional development is therefore essential to preserving the
social structures of rural Maori communities and therefore also the language.

5. The Mana of the Language
The status of the language among Maori and Pakeha must be raised. The legal status is the first major step,

but attempts must be made to convince the Pakeha that Maori is a language worth learning and having their
children educated in. Maori parents must continue to speak Maori to their children and the Pakeha must accept
this.

6. Trustee of the Maori Language
A Trustee of the Maori language must be established to protect and promote the language and co-ordinate

the activities of a diverse range of individuals, Maori groups and Government departments. The future of the
language depends very much on decisions made and support given to the office of the Trustee of the language.

Failure to act on these measure now will, in my opinion, lead to increasingly serious racial strife as soon as
Maori has ceased to be a first language for any significant proportion of pre-school children.

At this stage the language becomes officially dead in that it has no native speakers among the next
generation.

An awareness of this state, if it is allowed to develop will result in all Pakeha being blamed for allowing the
language to die, or for actually killing it off, and your children and their children and their childrens' children
will inherit a bitterness worse than that caused by the land confiscation in the 1800s.

As a Pakeha who is learning Maori, I don't want to see this occur or be responsible for having taken part in
such "linguistic genocide" but I feel it will fall on us all regardless. I therefore urge you, even if you yourself
don't want to learn Maori or give your children the oppotunity to do so, to assist Maoris to fight for the right to



maintain and revive their language.
You can do this best by:—

• Pledging support and money to Maori Groups like Te Reo Maori fighting for the language.
• Supporting the pressure for an act to establish Maori as a natural language.
• Supporting the proposal for the Establishment of a Trustee of the Languages.
• Making submissions to the Maori Affairs amendment Bill hearings which close in November.
• Pressure the media and Politicians to make a place for Maori regularly in the media as of right t.
• Support Regional Development schemes for Maori rural areas.
• Indicate to the Minister of Education and the Department you desire to have bilingual schooling

introduced for Maori children and/or all children as an option available as of right to all NZ parents.
• Support Maori Language week activities in force.
• Accepting that initially you will get abused for the deeds of all Pakehas but take this as a first reaction, of

frustration only.
And above all give our children the chance we never had. To grow up with a foot in both cultures and

languages and be better New Zealanders because of it.

Kia Ora Koutou

John McCaffey.

Te Huinga Rangatahi O Aotearoa — (National Maori Young
Peoples Organisation)

National Protest Day: 1 August 1979
You have supported our TV kaupapa (Petition and Protest) in the past and we would ask you for your

further support.
As you have no doubt read in the newspapers, the Government has declined the petition of over 30,000

New Zealanders to set up a Maori television production unit.
As a response to the Government's reply Te Huinga Rangatahi o Aotearoa has called for a national day of

protest on Wednesday 1 August 1979 to increase public awareness of the deplorable lack of Maori content on
television, especially Maori language programmes.

Television is an important factor in the decline of Maori language. Te Huinga Rangatahi believes that
television should recognise values and encourage the growth of Maori language. At the present time, there are
no Maori Language programmes in television - a sad indictment of a culturally insensitive television system.

The protest will take place at Avalon and Broadcasting House commencing at 12 noon for 2 hours. Would
you kindly contact Hakopa Te Whata at 758-856 if you require any further information.

We look forward to seeing you with your placards etc. on Wednesday 1 August 1979.

Te Wiki Nui O Te Reo Maori

National Maori Language Week
(July 30 - August 5, 1979)

Karakia:
• Porirua College (Sun 29)
• Normal week services, Maori Parishes

Hui
• Bilingual Hui, Orongomai Marae (Sat 28, Sun 29)



Cultural Activities:
• Rangimarie Group from Taranaki,
• Arts and Crafts Display, Porirua College, (Sat 28-Fri 3)
• Wellington Cultural Competitions,
• Town Hall (Evening Sat 4)

Seminars:
• Wellington Polytechnic (12-2 pm daily) Maori Studies Department, Victoria University, 'The Origins of

Nga Rauru': Ruka Broughton, (Mon 30, 7.30 - 11 pm, Easterfield, Conference Room).

Television One:

2YC Radio Aotearoa

Lectures in Maori
The Maori Studies Section of the Department of Anthropology and Maori are organising a series of five

lectures to be given in Maori. This week the series opens on 30 July with:

Mr Ruka Broughton

6th August

Mr Cass Tangaere, Mr Sonny Wilson, Mr Willie Kaa.

27th August

Mr Koro Wetere, MP Western Maori

3rd September

Mr Wiremu Paaka

10th September

Professor Hirini Moko Mead
Rebirth Health Food Shop Best prices in town for honey, wholemeal products, nuts, dried fruits, etc. 157

Cuba St. and Churchill Drive Shopping Centre

Holocaust Revisited

[unclear: reply] to the Holocaust Review of Salient [unclear: 9].
[unclear: Your] review of the Holocaust film was [unclear: ameful] piece of insensitive distortion

[unclear: ch] made me sick! The writer is obviously [unclear: ce] that his criticism is bond and simplistic
[unclear: his] anti Zionism is a disguised anti-sem[unclear: h], as he did not even have the guts to [unclear:



his] name.
[unclear: he] writer s perverted criticism of the [unclear: impt] to dramatize the historical events [unclear:

re] Nazi fascism purposefully and [unclear: care-] murdered 11 million people including [unclear: illion] Jews
(4 of European Jewry) in an [unclear: imanely] cruel atrocity; — to say that is [unclear: zionist] propaganda
shows gross [unclear: igno- ce] (of both the European Holocaust and [unclear: ism]) and a complete
insensitivity to the [unclear: es] involved. His criticism looks very [unclear: si- r] to some PLO propaganda
one reads.

[unclear: The] writer's ignorance comes up in a num [unclear: of] completely imbecille comments.
[unclear: His] lack of intellectual capacity comes [unclear: in] his perception of the message — "It

[unclear: t] not happen again....." Surely even [unclear: a] minimal perception one can see how [unclear: lar]
things have happened to people in [unclear: nt] history. Consider the Vietnamese [unclear: ation] today. The
Chinese Boat people [unclear: xpelled]" from a racist Vietnam - and re[unclear: ed] if not neglected by most of
the world [unclear: t] really generosity for NZ to take 2000[unclear: 2] years ?).

[unclear: Further] to this the reviewer has a rather [unclear: nge] and ignorant analysis of that mes—
[unclear: s]:— "of two diverse camps Zionism and fascism".

[unclear: Surely] for Jews (not necessarily Zionists) [unclear: message] will be more significant,
sub[unclear: ive], and specific than for others; the [unclear: n anti] semitism and the attempt to an[unclear:
late] us must result in a much more [unclear: spe- personalized] message than for other [unclear: ple] who are
just observers.

For many the Holocaust was a direct [unclear: sub-ive] experience, the only answer was [unclear: offer ed]
by Jewish nationalism - to live [unclear: some- ere] as normal human beings without [unclear: r] of the
intolerances of anti semitism [unclear: in] their own state - so Zionism was [unclear: objective] lesson.
However this does not [unclear: in] that they could not objectify this le[unclear: n] to a general level of anti
fascism, which [unclear: y] naturally find extremely repugent.

Non Jews fortunately are not, and were [unclear: subjected] to Nazi anti semitism in the [unclear: m] of an
ideology which demanded to[unclear: annibilation], so they can only interpret [unclear: Holocaust] in terms of
the general [unclear: ob— tive] message of anti fascism.

The two are not diverse, as the writer [unclear: su- sts], he/she shows his/her obvious lack of [unclear:
bility] to understand the relationship be[unclear: een] the subjective and the objective in [unclear: aning].

The writer's understanding of anti semi[unclear: m], Zionism and Israel is juvenile and [unclear: pro-bly]
indicates the influence of some per [unclear: ted] propaganda.

Anti semitism is historically a product of [unclear: ristianity] (it has only recently appeared in [unclear:
Muslim] world.) It is rooted in the myth [unclear: at] the Jews killed Jesus of Nazareth. As [unclear: esult] of
that the Council of Nicea passed [unclear: vs] separating Jews from the christian [unclear: wor- in] various
ways (eg no intermarriage - [unclear: for- d] to live in ghettos, wear distinctive [unclear: clo— ing], and do
only certain occupations.) [unclear: aring] the 1500 years since then, Jews [unclear: ve] been continually
persecuted in the [unclear: va- ous] christian countries (blood libels, [unclear: po- oms], expulsions etc.) Thus
it was quite [unclear: gical] in the period of 19th C. European [unclear: tionalism] that the Jews too should see
[unclear: e] only solution as being a national home[unclear: nd] where they would constitute a [unclear: majo-
ty] and thus be able to live normal lives:— [unclear: hat] is Jewish Nationalism (which is [unclear: Zio- sm].)

With the rise of Nazi racist fascism, the [unclear: uremburg] laws (1935) the complete [unclear: re- ction]
of German Jews, request for help [unclear: the] Evian Conference (1938) by the [unclear: in- rnational]
community: — and the [unclear: subse- uent] Holocaust of two thirds of European [unclear: ews] - made the
ideal promoted by Zionism [unclear: en] more obvious and logical a solution to [unclear: hem].

Similarly in no way has Israel ever "killed off" Arabs, christians or Muslims, nor has it ever followed a
programme of driving them out (there is substantial evidence to support this) — the writer has read too much
PLO propaganda and not enough factual resources.

Zionsim is Jewish Nationalism to say it is a form of fascism is to show complete ignorance and an imbecile
belief of PLO propaganda. If he/she calls Jewish Nationalism fascism, then she/he must apply the same label to
any other nationalism including Palestinian.

The writer suggests that anti semitism does not exist in NZ — well let me assure him/her that it does. I
have personally been subjected to blatant anti semitism on quite a number of occasions. The daubing on the
synagogue and the Liberal Temple, and the descretion of the cemetery, according to reliable and informed
soucres, was not the work of an isolated and single nutter but unfortunately was the work of a small organized
group.

I suggest that before the writer attempts to write such garbage in future he/she make sure he/she knows
what he/she is talking about. To suggest that the Holocaust film is just Zionist propaganda is imbecilic,
insensitive stupidity.



Unlike most NZers some of us cannot sit back and talk of happy times with several generations of our
family, some of us are faced with family members who went through the Nazis' Holocaust of murder,
persecution and atrocity even to grandparents or parents etc. As the son of German Jewish refugees, I found
your review a gross and ugly distortion.
Yours,
La Heymann.
(President Jewish Students Soc.)

(The article appeared without a byline because it was so extensively sub-edited that I felt the writer would
not have wished his name placed with it. Don Carson's original article dealt in far greater detail with the whole
question of the existence of the state of Israel and I considered this to be not particularly germaine to the
discussion of the filmHolocaust.)

Holocaust Reviewed by a Jewish Student at VUWSA.
The film Holocaust is a dramatical presentation of the most horrifying event in the history of mankind. Its

horror was not in that it was a destruction of man by the violence of war but because it was a planned genocide,
an attempt to annihilate a people, particularly the Jews, on the basis of race. A genocide which deliberatlely
murdered 11 million people on the basis of race, nationality, or belief. 6 million were Jews murdered because
Nazi ideology envisioned the pure Aryan race; annihilation simply because they were Jewish.

To show a horror of such enormity, to tell it as history, a writer or film producer is faced with a dilemma:
Does one take an overall factual look at the Holocaust in documentary style - as did the Final Solution
programme of the BBC World at War series. This faces the limitation of only appealing to a relatively small
audience.

Or does one attempt to personalize it as dramatic narrative.
The latter style was the format used and it's limitations were plainly manifest: We had presented to us two

families - the Weiss and the Dorfs, thus at times one had the feeling that they were the central personalities in
the Holocaust historical event. This particularly applied to Dorf, whom one easily could mistake as being the
central perpetrator of this incredible crime of mass murder. Thus one can criticise the programme on the basis
of distortion in this way.

There is another major problem when presenting drama about the Holocaust; Does one present a drama
which tells the truth-presenting the reality of the unbelievable horror, atrocities, cruelty, inhumanity, the
tragedy of the destruction of families etc, which was actually the case. But if one does this, one will have a
programme which only a few strong individuals can watch. A programme that has a limited appeal and is seen
by only a limited audience.

Or does one take the line of least resistance, fictionalizing the holocaust - producing "acceptable drama."
But which can be enjoyed as a historical narrative and thus gaining a wide audience.

'Racially impure' children at Lodz concentration camp.
Photo of Nazi officials and Jewish children at the Lodz concentration camp
This latter course was the producers choice, a choice that can be applauded. By doing it this way it told to

millions a historical event, which they otherwise would not have know about or seen. It was a part of history
which mankind has been so ashamed of that we did not speak of it for 35 years. Those who went through it
found it impossible to tell, because remembering concrete details has such emotional force that it threatened
their sanity.

Many millions of people did not know about this racist Holocaust in any detail even the young people of
Germany. For this reason the programme must be applauded as a success, reminding the world about man's
basic cruelty and where it can lead, teaching a lesson - telling a part of history which is long overdue to be told,
and which mankind must not forget.

But it was also a failure in that it did not tell the truth - it was all too pretty - a superficial story which did
not report the reality.

Coincidence were amazing beyond belief Mr and Mrs Weiss separated, meet again in Warsaw; Karl Weiss
survives 7 years in the camps - survives a week strung up in winter, is healthy enough to work in the quarry,
and gets transferred to Theresienstadt (the show camps) where he meets his wife, Inga, who has manipulated
her way into the camp; and many other nice coincidences which showed all these healthy, fat, inmates - no
disease, no starvation; little torture; blase murder. It was all too nice compared with what actually went on. The
reality of the camps was 1000 times worse than what the programme showed, so it failed in this way.

The messages which viewers gain from it are diverse and all subjective.
One is definitely a warning against fascism, it certainly was not supposed to be a description of the rise of

fascism (as was the view of a facile reviewer in a previous Salient.)



It also warns man of racism. Both of these lead to a racist ideology which, if it takes over as the dominant
political force in a society, can lead to the most atrocious, inhumane, barbaric action, even in the most civilized
and intelligent societies.

Many Jews, because of the specific nature of the holocaust to their existence, discern a more subjective
message - that they need to live in a homeland where they are the majority, where they can live as normal
human beings free from the whim of the majority's racist predisposition - so they can never, ever again be
subjected to a Holocaust.

To Jews, the Holocaust programme was an intense, emotional experience which however never really
showed the truth, the reality of the horror. But then how can you tell a blindman what colour red is, let alone
portray it on a TV film. However, because it took to millions that piece of history, it must be regarded as a very
valuable film.
La Heymann.

Holocaust Review Attacked from Another Angle.
Having now seen the last Holocaust programme of this truly impressive report of the greatest tragedy that

has befallen a people and the most hideous crime committed in our time I am disgusted to read in our Salient a
review — written well before the end of the broadcast of such misunderstanding of the real message of that
film. Obviously the reviewer cannot see the suffering of so many human beings, of one million familes as
experienced by one family, cannot feel the anguish of people who see their parents, children, sisters and
brothers murdered in front of their eyes, cannot understand the misery and degregation of civilized human
beings suffered by an unhuman bestial, mechanical regime.

If your reviewer has no heart, he surely has a psychological problem — he is obsessed with Zionism. The
whole tragedy of the Holocaust is a Zionist plot — why did he not say that Hitler was a tool of Zionism; I have
heard that before. I have even heard that the Holocaust never happened, but is a Zionist invention? How callous
can hatred go, as to blame the victtims for their fate.

Of course the Holocaust is not the first or the last tragedy, but surely the worst in its execution, scope and
cruelty. Of course, the lesson has not been learned - and that is the main purpose of the film — for we have
experienced the Gulag Camps in Russia, hte massmurder of Idi Amin, the massmurder in Kampuchea and now
also the expulsion of hundreds of thousands of ethnic groups from Vietnam. While the surviving victims of
Nazism finally found refuge and rehabilitation in their own country, your reviewer would like to return to them
to the graveyards of Europe. Maybe he would send back the German refugees from Poland, Czechoslovakia,
Rumania, who found a new home in Western German, back to those countries. Or the Palestinians, who ran
away misguided by their leaders, to do more fighting instead of urging the rich Arab states to absorb and settle
them in the empty spaces of Syria and Iraq.

But that solution would be too simple, humane and logical. It suits those cruel and inhuman Arab oilsheiks
and their followers to keep these unfortunate victims of circumstance in miserable camps as political pawns.
Just as he would send back the Vietnamese refugees, who brace a watery death (about 30% do drown) back to
the country they escaped from, rather than find a new home for them (neither Russia not any of its satelites take
part in this rescue work, but in the contrary blame the victims for their fate.)

If Holocaust has not been able to impress on some people its message — of humanity, decency, tolerance
and understanding towards your neighbour, even if he is not of the same colour, religion or conviction, then
there must be something wrong with this man's thinking, feeling and understanding.

Unthinking ideology coupled with blind, cruel hatred makes an ideal Nazi Storm—trooper.
Danny Hochberg.

We are [unclear: Fighting] Back
Photo of children running up steps
Photo of a crowd gathered by a statue of Richard Seddon
Photo of protesters, and a sign reading 'We live on peanuts can you'
One third of Victoria's student leaving their studies for a day. Solidarity and support from Polytech,

Teachers' College, Schools, the Association of University Teachers and the Wellington Trades Council. The
largest student march in Vic's history. 3,000 people jammed onto the lawns of Parliament. Simon Wilson
(Fightback Co-ordinator) having lost 9 stone in weight and 4 inches in height over the last three months. These
are facts that must concern the Government and cause them to rethink their education policy. But the fight is
not over. It will continue until we get a fair and equitable education system, based on equality and administered



competently.
Photo of a large crowd
Photo of two women, one giving the peace sign
Photo of a man giving a speech
Frank O'Flynn explaining to the [unclear: Ed] nar that the labour Party had [unclear: done] a job selling

up the Fightback [unclear: demo] they had done for the May 17[unclear: demn] the opening of Parliament
which [unclear: was] party rally"

Photo of Simon Wilson speaking into a microphone
Fightback coordinator Simon Wilson speaking at the rally before the demonstration. "I may be about to

join the ranks of the unemployed, but by God I'm going to go there with a bang!"
Photo of a student march on Salamanca Road
Photo of students marching down Dixon Street
Photo of students marching down Dixon Street holding signs
Photo of a crowd gathering by Parliament

The Attack on Open Entry

What is Open Entry ?
In many respects New Zealand's system of university education is based on what is known as open entry.

The opposite to this is often referred to as restricted entry.
Open entry can be interpreted in different ways. According to Dr Alan Johns, Chairman of the University

Grants Committee (UGC), if it was to be interpreted as meaning that a student can go to a tertiary institution of
his or her choice and also take the course of his or her choice then open entry does not exist in New Zealand.

However, if the situation is that students can go to a tertiary institution of their choice but may have to
accept taking the second or third choice of courses then open entry does not exist.

It is the second interpretation which tends to be accepted and applied in New Zealand. In other words, open
entry should be seen as being on a continuum. There are degrees of "openness". Hence while open entry exists
it is not absolute. Within it there are cases of restricted entry.

In New Zealand the relationship between the degrees of open and restricted entry is not a fixed one. It
wavers and in a time of fiscal cuts in education spending the relationship can be expected to waver in favour of
restricted entry.

The Challenge of Open Entry
The foundation of our university system — open entry — is in danger of being undermined by the

imposition of cuts to university expenditure. The fear of such cuts were realised by the $3 million cut to the
current budgets of the universities.

Stupidity ran supreme soon after the announcement of the cut when the Minister of Education, Merv
Wellington, claimed on Radio New Zealand's Morning Report that restricted entry was:

"....contrary to Government attitude and Government policy and Government philosophy;
Vice Chancellors throughout the country, including the Chairman of the New Zealand Vice Chancellors'

Committee, Dr Irvine of Otago, have stressed that restricted entry is the logical outcome of cuts in expenditure
The message has been expressed most clearly by Dr Johns to the media and in one interview which was

circulated to student newspapers. If real savings have to be made then universities will have to substantially
reduce student numbers. There are three ways of doing this. One is raising the academic criteria for entry. The
second is by cutting back on the real value of the bursary. The third, which overlaps with the first, is by
expending restricted entry.

What about Increasing Enrolments ?
The attack on the principle of open entry is occuring at a time when university enrolments are increasing. In

the 1970's, as the figures in Box 1 indicate there has been three main trends — a marked drop in the rate in
increase in the 1972-74 period, a surge in 1975-76, and a steady increase in 1977-78:

N.B. These figures do not include Massey extra murals of whom there were 6,029 in 1978 compared with
2,204 in 1971.

The erratic nature of these changes make it difficult to predict future rolls. Nevertheless, the UGC has



singled out eight points which have to be considered when making such predictions.
• Although primary school rolls are expected to drop by more than 80,000 over the next decade, those of

the secondary schools are likely to continue to grow until about 1986.
• As a result, the rolls in forms 6 and 7 are also likely to rise after 1984, the period under consideration for

estimating university enrolments.
• However, first year enrolments at university have not been a steady proportion of schools rolls in the

higher forms.
• The proportion of pupils from form 7 who have gone on to university in the next year has dropped from

82.3 percent enrolling in 1971 to 62.9 percent enrolling in 1978.
• The proportion of form 6 pupils leaving school with University Entrance qualifications who have gone on

to university in the next year has dropped from 30.8 percent enrolling in 1971 to 14.5% enrolling in 1978.
It should be noted though that many pupils from form 6 delay their enrolment some years, so that by 1978
over 34% of the eligible 1974 leavers had enrolled.

• Within the universities, the proportion of first-year students returning for their second year of study has
remained fairly steady at about 80% since 1972.

• Many of the students who first enrolled in the years to 1978 will still be in the universities for some years
yet and the bulge of enrolments in 1976 has still to pass right through.

• Other matters to be taken into account in estimating rolls are the increasing number of older students
without formal entrance qualifications who are accepted on provisional or special admission and those
from overseas whose numbers vary in accordance with the Government's policy on the granting of
student entry permits.

Von Zedlitz-Home of Romance languages for how long?
Photo of Von Zedlitz building with scafolding
Given these eight factors the UGC has concluded that all thing being equal rolls are likely to increase from

the 41,835 in '78 to about 48,400 in '84 — an increase of about 20%. The years 1980 - 1984 is the period of the
next five year block grant or quinquennium to cover the operating costs of the universities. This 20% increase is
one of the key negotiating points of the UGC in its battle with Treasury. The UGC can only argue that the next
quinquennium must be increased substantially in real terms so that he universities will be able to adequately
cater for the 20% increase.

However, both Mr Wellington and Treasury (the de facto Department of Educalead to reductions in the
student enrolments or at least in the rate of increase. An obvious method of doing this is by gradually instituting
restricted entry to such an extent that the open entry principle no longer applies. The UGC fully appreciates this
situation.

The Extent of Restricted Entry
Although the principle of open entry is adhered to nevertheless, it is not absolute. [unclear: tion)] are well

aware that to undermine this point they must create a situation that will In all universities some degree of
restricted entry exists.

The Chart below outlines the subjects effected by restricted entry at the seven universities. It does not go
into the extent or range of restricted entry in all subjects.

Future Trends:
In a letter to the University of Canterbury in 1971, the former Chairman of the UGC, Sir Alan Danks,

outlined what open entry meant when he stated that: —
".....this policy of open entry does not guarantee that every university and every faculty and school will

remain permanently open to accept enrolments by unlimited numbers of students."
While this states quite clearly that restricted entry can exist within an open entry policy nevertheless there

comes a point when restricted entry reaches such a level that open entry can be said to no longer exist.
Universities are having to seriously consider restricted entry as an economic necessity. At least since 1976

they have been under considerable financial restraint and this was markedly accentuated by the the recent $3
million cut.

Earlier this year the Academic Administration Committee (a committee of the Professional Board or
senate) at the University of Canterbury examined the question of restricted entry. It provided a definition by
which the introduction of restricted entry to a course could be justified. This was: —

"The number of laboratory places, the availability of vacational training opportunities, the capacity of a
language laboratory are all precise and exercise their own [unclear: constra] Repetition of classes in these



contexts [unclear: b] mes a possibility controlled by [unclear: availabili] of staff."
It summed the situation up in a [unclear: nuts] by declaring that:—
"....while there appears to be a variety [unclear: o] reasons given for introducing [unclear: limitation], the

effective or mitigating factor is an [unclear: is] sufficiency of space and/or staff."
Hence the question is begged - [unclear: what] needed to ensure adequate space and [unclear: sta] The

only answer is adequate finance.
Thus inadequate expenditure [unclear: underm] open entry and leads to restricted entry. The $3 million cut

should not be seen [unclear: as] the cause but rather an important [unclear: contri] buting factor in this apparent
process.

It can not be said that the point at [unclear: w] open entry ends and restricted entry [unclear: take] over has
been reached. But the trend [unclear: is] finitely in that direction. Universities [unclear: m] than ever are
having to seriously [unclear: conside] whether to further extend restricted [unclear: ent.]

The professional schools at Otago [unclear: Un] versity are being looked at closely. [unclear: Con]
deration is being given to reducing in [unclear: tak] to second year medical and dental [unclear: classe] as is
admissions to Home Science, Physical Education, Pharmacy and Surveying. Less likely but not impossible is
[unclear: restricti] entry to the general non-professional faculties.

Given the high degree of restricted [unclear: en] try that already exists at the opposite [unclear: en] of the
country it is difficult to [unclear: envisage] further extentsion at Auckland [unclear: Univer-] sity. But it is
possible that further restrictions will be placed on the number of students acceoted for Civil [unclear:
Engineeri] Law and Medicine. However [unclear: employme] difficulties are also important in this [unclear:
fac] tor.

[unclear: t] is interesting to look at some of [unclear: th] implications of extending restricted [unclear: ent]
at Canterbury. There the criteria for [unclear: im] posing restrictions is being examined. Possibilities include an
effective [unclear: discrimina] tion against those who do not pre-enrol, those who are not first year students or
who are not advancing further in the [unclear: su] ject, and (for professional courses) [unclear: those] who do
not complete their qualifying [unclear: ec] rse in minimum time.

There can be no doubt that the [unclear: princ] pies of open entry is under strong [unclear: attack] At a
time when enrolments are [unclear: increasin] university funds are being reduced. [unclear: How] ever,
because it is contrary to its own policy the Government is playing a [unclear: devious] game. It is forcing the
universities to [unclear: do] the dirty work by reducing finance to [unclear: su] an extent that the only way for
the universities to survive financially is to cut down significantly on student numbers.
Ian Powell,NZUSA Research Officer.

Chart of Courses with Restricted Entry. Auckland Auckland Waikato Massey Victoria Lincoln Canterbury
Otago Architecture Psychology Clinical Veterinary Accountancy Parks & Engineering* Medicine Town
Planning Sociology Psychology Science Anthropology Recreation Forestry Dentistry Accounting Spanish
Education Agriculture Law Technology Fine Arts* Pharmacy Anthropology Engineering* Guidance Regional
Architecture Landscape Journalism Surveying Art History Fine Arts* Planning Chemistry Architectue
Education Dip. Physical Educatio Drama Medicine* Social Work Biochemistry Soil Science Home Science
Education Human Biology Economics Chinese Regional Planning French Biochemistry English Indepartmental
& Resource Man History Biology History. Course ment Italian Chemistry Information Drama. Management
Computer Stud. Science Science Geology Music Music* Zeology. Political Sc. Psychology Psychology * —
All courses in subject.

Peace... for Whom?

[unclear: Giant] Step Towards Middle East [unclear: ce]
[unclear: When] Israel and Egypt signed their peace [unclear: ement] they transformed the history of

[unclear: Middle] East. In military terms alone the [unclear: on's] two most powerful forces have been
[unclear: d] from each other as combatants, their [unclear: ty] to neutralize or if need be, deal with [unclear: r]
respective enemies enhanced beyond [unclear: sure].

[unclear: Gyria] will have to think ten times more [unclear: re] taking so fateful a step as sending its
[unclear: ,ps] southwards beyond the Litani River, [unclear: ill] Iraq and opportunistic Jordan in Sysupport.
Soviet expansionism, through [unclear: an] or more local proxy — such as in Et[unclear: na], Libya, South
Yemen, Afghanistan Angola — will have to take into account [unclear: e] realistically an Egypt with far
greater [unclear: er] of resistance.



[unclear: These] are not the only reasons for the [unclear: er] of the so-called radical Arab States [unclear:
e] Israel-Egypt agreement or the bitterof the Soviet Union that sponsors them, they are the most important
reasons be[unclear: e] they thwart such dynasitic ambitions [unclear: yria] and Iraq and the egocentric and
[unclear: scienceless] imperialism of the Russians.

[unclear: Take] Syria as an example and the subor[unclear: te] PLO under its control. Only the most
[unclear: e] have failed to see until now its dynastic [unclear: e] to achieve a "Greater Syria," a type of
[unclear: dle] East equivalent to Hitler's "Greatest [unclear: ch]." Its blueprint was to swallow not [unclear:
Lebanon], but the territories of Israel, [unclear: ian], the West Bank and Gaza Strip as. And between Western
appeasement, services of the PLO as its trojan horse, the panic of King Hussein, the Syrians [unclear: e] not
doing so badly.

[unclear: Lebanon's] sovereignty and democracy been overcome, its Christian [unclear: commu-] upon
which both were based driven [unclear: he] defensive by a mixture of carefully [unclear: ared] and staged
PLO, and so-called 'lef[unclear: subversion] and direct genocidal bom [unclear: Iments] of the civilian
population by the [unclear: an] army. All of this was done in the [unclear: e] of Jihad (holy Islmanic war) for
home sumption and in that of anti-imperialist [unclear: leftism] for propaganda export. It brou[unclear: the]
Syrians as far as the Litani River, [unclear: n] Western acquiescence, or at least non[unclear: rference].

[unclear: el] Stops Expansion
[unclear: t] was Israel itself which had to bring Sydrive southwards to a halt by helping Christians between

the Litani and their [unclear: border], and ny its army destroying the [unclear: o] infrastructure in a vast sweep
of the [unclear: n]. By doing so it created conditions for stationing of UNIFIL there as the price [unclear: s]
army's withdrawal which has not com[unclear: ely] blocked the return of the PLO. It [unclear: ainly] has made
it more difficult for the [unclear: ation] of the Syrian instrument of pe[unclear: ation] which, had the Israelis
not acted, [unclear: Id] soon have been reinforced by units [unclear: he] Syrian army proper.

[unclear: Nevertheless], the takeover of Lebanon [unclear: ar] as the Litani, the maintenance of an
[unclear: n] weakened PLO presence south of it, most recently the injection, under UniNaitons cover of a
batallion of so-called [unclear: anese] troops (spiced of course with Sy[unclear: a]-stooge Lebanese
"Government"), was" [unclear: onsiderable] Syrian gain. It was enough [unclear: send] Jordan's king into a
panic in fear [unclear: t] what the Syrian-PLO combination had [unclear: mpted] unsuccessfully in Jordon in
1970[unclear: old] not be repreated with greater success [unclear: 1979]. On the principle "if you can't beat
[unclear: m], join them", Hussein's government pro[unclear: ded] to enter into a series of military and
[unclear: er] agreements with Syria, all of this be[unclear: e] the Egypt-Israel Agreement.

[unclear: narchies] Crumble
[unclear: The] "pro-Western and reactionary con[unclear: ative] Jordanian monarch" in Syrian eyes

[unclear: w] ceased to be anything of the sort. And [unclear: the] same reasons, the no less pro-Wes[unclear:
n] and reactionary Saudi monarchy began [unclear: wobble]. Both of these monarchial regi[unclear: s]. with
the examples of Western timidity, [unclear: cliation] and unadulterated weakness be[unclear: e] them in such
cases as Angola, Ethiopia, [unclear: d] Afghanistan not to mention the debacle [unclear: tran], began to
question the advantages of [unclear: stern] "protection" against an encroaching [unclear: iet] and radical
right-wing Arab power. [unclear: is], and certainly not the "Palestine Ques[unclear: n]". led to their rejection of
the Israel-EgAgreement and brought their leaders to the Baghdad Conference. The Saudis, however, went to
this Conference in a far less definite manner than the Jordanians. They opposed the economic sanctions against
Egypi and that country's complete isolation, although they went as far as breaking diplomatic relations.

All of this propaganda stagecraft, however, on the part of the Baghdad participants provided for the thinnest
of smokescreens for the weaknesses the Egypt-Israel Agreement had exposed. This new military balance,
disadvantageous to the Soviet-sponsored bloc, naturally produced its counter-measures. Most prominent of
these was the "peace and agreement" in engendered between the traditional Ba'athist enemies of Syria and Iraq.
Both had apparently decided to sink their separate and conflicting dynastic ambitions, at least temporarily to
gang-up against Egypt and Israel.

To the Iraqis in particular, whose ambitions to dominate the "northern crescent" have been traditionally no
less than those of the Syrians, here was a heaven sent opportunity. Under the banner of "unity" with Syria, and
their common anti-Western, "anti-imperialist" and anti-Israel slogans, here was the opportunity to station a
sizeable military force on Syrian, and perhaps Lebanese, territory, to use thier oil wealth to penetrate the Syrian
economy, and at the same time to do their not less traditional enemy the Egyptians in the eye.



The Palestians Lose Out
The Palestinians, as they have always been, are of course the victims of this radical Arab Middle East farce.

As usual, the PLO has been the first to mislead them, making it possible by their subserviance to the Syrians
and Iraqis to conceal the egocentric power-play of both fascist states behind the skirts of the "Palestinian
Revolution" and its "betrayal" at the hands of the Egyptians and Americans.

For good measure, Arafat has rushed to embrace Khomeini in Iran to receive his fanatical, medieval Islamic
blessing. And, after all, the new Iranian Moslem murderer had reasons to be grateful for the guns, the training
of his cadres in Palestinian camps, and all the anti-Western, anti-Christian and Anti-Israel propaganda with
which the Iraqis, Syrians and PLO gave his cadres support. After all, all of these techniques had been
successfully employed before in and against Lebanon.

In contrast, the Egyptians - under Sadat's skillful and perceptive leadership - have been the most realistic,
not only in terms of their own interests but also in those of the Palestinian Arabs. Nasser had been the inventor
of the Syrian, Iraqi and PLO model. He, too, had made his bid earlier to expand Egyptian power and secure
leadership of the Arab world by his use, and abuse, of the "Palestinian Question." This, too, had been this
rallying call, as had been his participation in the wars against Israel. He, too, had fallen into the trap of "using"
the Russians only to find that they were using him, and destroying Egypt's independence and economy in the
process.

Sadat, by 1973, had forgotten more of this than the Syrians, Iraqis and their servant the PLO will ever learn.
Defeats by the Isrzelis and dependence upon the Soviets had brought Egypt to the brink of ruin and social
revolution. Above all else, Sadat's historic journey to Jerusalem HUBS a demonstration that he had learned a
great deal from the sad and bitter history of Egypt between 1955 and 1973. Instead of expansion, dynastic
ambition had cost Egypt Sinai and terrible impoverishment, not to mention the tens of thousands of lives,
givern wastefully in the name of the "Palestine Revolution."
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Sadat Works for Egypt
Hence, notwithstanding ail the names the readers of Syrian. Iraq. Libya and South Yemen are today calling

him, and the absurd and cynical accusations of "betrayal". President Sadat has understandably placed Egypt's
interests first in his priorities. He had responsibly interpreted these interests to be inwards, to the upbuilding and
economic development of his own country, and not outwards — as blue-printed by Nasser's book "The
Philosophy of the Revolution" - towards the establishment of some mythical Pharaonic Empire, and the
"solution" of some mythical Palestinian Question. For that Question, as presented by the participants of the
Baghdad Conference, and their leftist hangers-on abroad, is indeed mythical. They know it, the Palestinians
themselves know it, the Egyptians know it, but they, alone, of all the Arabs, have had the courage to
acknowledge its mythology;

In essence, the Egypt-Israel Agreement accepts the geo-political reality of Israels's sovereignty and
independence and its consequent and indispensible requirement of secure and defensible boundaries; it also
accepts the geo-political reality that a Palestinian State on the West Bank and Gaza Strip would - at least for the
next five years endanger Israel's sovereignty and defensibility.

Under such circumstances, the options for the Palestinians of this odd 2,300 square miles are either
"autonomy", protected from Syria, Iraq and the PLO by the Israeli army, or partition of the West Bank territory
between Israel and Jordan, with its populated Arab areas going to the latter. The remainder, vital to Israel's
defence, and almost empty of population would be included within Israel's final borders.

No Palestinian State
What has to be understood is that no Israel-Egypt Agreement could have been possible on the basis of

Palestinian Statehood because the Israelis would never agree to it. Nothing less than the military defeat of Israel
and its destruction could bring such a thing about.

This, of course, is the diabolical dream and blue-print of the PLO, shared for their own interests by Syria
and Iraq. It is a dream no longer shared by the Egyptians and their enemies of today cannot forgive them for it.
This dream is unrealistic not only for military reasons or for reasons of Egypt's own legitimate self-interests.
The 2,3000 square miles of West Bank and Gaza Strip territory do not contain sufficient economic, political,
military or ethnic viability to constitute an independent, sovereign state. Those who call for its establishment
are either the knaves who seek to use the Palestinians, or the ignorant for whom political slogans, as distinct
from serious study, are enough.



The core of Palestinian Arab ethnic, economic, political and military viability exists in the form of an
already independent and so vereign state of Jordan which territorially occupies 35,000 square miles, or 80% of
historic Palestine. As such, its citizens are Palestinian Arabs, notwithstanding their title as Jordanians, and not
less than those of the West Bank and Gaza Strip. That the Hashemites were not originally Palestinians does not
alter this fact; if they were to be overthrown or expelled it would only embellish it.

The West Bank and Gaza Strip Palestinian Arabs have therefore a choice either of full independence and
sovereignty on the east bank of the River Jordan, or the autonomy offered to them where they are by the
Ebypt-Israel Agreement. In other words they are fortunate to have such a choice of autonomy or statehood.
What the Agreement does not give them, in fact, what the geo-political reality of Israel itself and the West Bank
and Gaza strip themselves does not offer them, is a second Palestinian State between Jordan, which exists as the
first, and Israel.

Israel's Offer to the Palestinian
In fact Israel's offer of autonomy to the Palestinian Arabs of the West Bank and Gaza Strip, upon which its

agreement with Egypt is based, is indeed generous, Israel's claim to these two small areas is stronger, in
international law as well as in political history, than any other. Yet it is prepared to give autonomy on this very
territory which the PLO, aided by other Arab States, seeks to capture and use as a military base to destrou all of
Israel.

Paradoxically, as autonomous population, democratically electing its own executive organs-and protected
by Israeli military power stationed in unpopualted locations - the Palestinian Arabs of the West Bank and Gaza
Strip will have immeasurably more freedom and security, not to mention economic and educational
advancement, than any alternative to autonomy. In any case, nothing but a successful war against Israel will
give them any such alternative for the Israelis will not retreat from the West Bank to nine miles from the
Mediterranean Sea.

The Israeli Mandate
This is the most the Egyptians, or anyone else, could obtain from the Israelis for the Palestinians and more

than rightly so. It should not be forgotten so easily that the original undertaking to the Jews, made in 1919 by
Britain and the other victorious Allied Powers of World War One, and agreed to by the Arab delegation led by
Feisal, was that Jewish independence and sovereignty would be restored in the whole of Palestine's 45,000
square miles.

In 1946, the Jews lost 35,000 of them when Britain, unilaterally, established Jordan. The West Bank and
Gaza Strip are part of the remaining 10,000 square miles, or 20% of the country. It is little wonder that the Jews
of Israel are today unwilling to reduce this 20% further by relinquishing another 2,000 square miles to facilitate
the establishment of a Palestinian enclave (fictitiously entitled a "state") from which war would be launched
aimed at its total destruction. That the Jordanians occupied this area between 1949 and 1967 (without setting up
a separate "state" upon it, and without its inhabitants demanding one), is hardly a reason why the Israelies
should hand it over. Nor is the defunct UN Partition decision of 1949 which was never implemented, because
of the Arab war against it.

At any rate, taking the long view - that is since 1919 the Palestinian Arabs have not done too badly.
Statehood on 80% of Palestine, and autonomy for the overflow on the Jewish part of the remaining 20%, could
be considered more than generous in a country that should have totally belonged to the Jews. That they have
gained so much has been due not to their own efforts at "national liberation" but as a Western imperial country.
If any people has the historic right to complain of injustice, it is indeed the Jews. It is against this background
that the morality of the Egypt-Israel Agreement should be measured and not that of the shrill noises and
rapacious ambitions of Syria, Iraq and the PLO.

As to the Golan Heights, this is indeed another matter. The Syrians, as all aggressors, can hardly expect the
Israelis to restore the area to them as an artillery platform from which to bombard their civilian villages in the
Jordan Valley below. Here, the historical reference is no more complicated than the redrawing of frontiers for
reasons of simple security, as they were all over a Europe that suffered the ravages of Nazi aggressions and
conquests. The return of all of Sinai to the Egyptians is no precedent, however the sacrafice, as Israel has still
sufficient, even if less, defensible depth in its Negev region. No such depth exists in the case of the Golan
Heights, as well as the West Bank. In any case as the Syrians refuse to negotiate peace with Israel at any price
they must take the logical consequences.
Yaakov MorrisAmbassador of Israel to New Zealand.



Film

Festival Review

Best of the fest
A selection of films from this year's festival is being screened over the next couple of months downtown at

the Paramount and in Brooklyn at the Penthouse. That's good news, because some of these films are excellent,
and some had their only festival screenings booked out. Also, 1900 and Interiors get repeat seasons of a week,
and these two films should be compulsive and compulsory viewing for anyone interested in movies, or even
just a good night's entertainment. Watch the Evening Post for details.

I managed to see roughly three-quarters of the films offered in the festival programme this year, and almost
all of them were worthwhile. But just as there were a couple of total duds — Larry Clark's Passing Through and
George Rose's The Sadness of the Post-Intellectual Art Critic — there was a small group of films so excellent
that they stood out head and shoulders above the rest:
• Alain Resnais' Providence
• Alan Rudolph's Remember My Name
• and Claude Miller's That Sweet Sickness

followed closely by:
Benoit Jacquot's The Close Children Wim Wenders' The American Friend and Rainer Werner Fassbinder's

In A Year Of 13 Moons.
Of these films, both Providence and Remember My Name will be shown for a week at the Paramount or

Penthouse.

Providence
Providence almost defies description. It is the most recent film and the first in English, by established

french director Alain Resnais, whose Last Year in Marienbad (1961) is widely considered to be one of the
greats of all time. With a screenplay by English playwright David Mercer, and shining performances from John
Gielgud, Dirk Bogarde, Ellen Burstyn, David Warner and Elaine Strich, Providence dazzles with its verbal and
visual wit, style, and labyrinthine, crisply paced, and brilliant plot. Like the classic Citizen Kane (whose
opening it echoes), it scatters the pieces of a jigsaw in front of an audience, and then goes on to fit it all
together, to disturbing effect. Don't miss it.

Remember My Name
Remember My Name is the second film by Alan Rudolph (his first, Welcome to L.A., was shown at the

festival last year), who trained under Robert Altman. Altmans' influence is clear, but Rudolph is no slavish
imitator by any means. His screenplay and direction are models of efficiency and control, and the film is
beautiful both to look at and listen to, with a blues/jazz soundtrack by Alberta Hunter. But the extra element
that nudges this film from 'very good' to 'great' is Geraldine Chaplin's starling and complex performance as
Emily, the vengeful jailbird scheming and plotting a new life for herself. Go see it. If this film doesn't clean up
next year's Oscars, there's no justice n in the world.

Watch out for those others too — some of them may turn up at Amalgamated's mini-festival at the Lido
later this year.

Also, there were some films I couldn't get to that I'm assured were also very good, and at least a couple of
them are fortunately getting return screenings: Michael Cacoya— nnis' Iphigenia and Paolo and Vittorio
Taviani's Padre Padrone. Keep an eye out also for Richard Benner's Outrageous! and Peter Handke's The
Left-Handed Woman.

There were also films of special interest because of the issues they dealt with:

Women's Films
Not being a woman, maybe I'm in no position to assess the success (or otherwise) of films about women.



And what is meant by this term 'women's films' anyway? Films directed by women, or films about women,
even if directed by men (like Julia, or An Unmarried Woman)? But that's beside the point. None of the films I
saw at the festival concerned themselves solely with the treatment of women in society, nor were any as shrill
in their consciousness-raising efforts as some of the things I've seen. Jorn Donner's Men Can't Be Raped is
basically a detective story with social concerns attached, but reasonably enjoyable despite its stupid title. I
somehow couldn't get to grips with Jeanne Moreau's Lumiere' or Gunnel Lindbloms's Paradise Place (which
was 'nice', but pretty dull), but I would recommend Agnes Varda's One Sings, The Other Doesn't. It's well
directed, well performed, beautifully photographed, and unashamedly a gentle comedy — except for the odd
suicide or abortion along the way.

Gay Films
Much easier to define. Films about homosexuality. But then that's quite a wide field, ranging from the

hysterical and didactic Boys In The Band, to Visconti's superbly moody and elliptical Death in Venice. The
main point in most of these films, though, seems to be as an exercise in public relations — to show the public
that homosexuals aren't all grubby child molesters, but that they are mostly just average, decent human beings.
To do this, however, it's necessary that you don't alienate your audience too much. And so avoid showing gay
sex as much as you can. Such things, after all, can induce fainting fits and severe nausea in "normal" people.

Even so, Wolfgang Peterson's The Consequence carried a Censor's Note that 'some scenes may offend' —
which meant that it showed two men kissing, and smoking in bed afterwards. Pretty shocking stuff. Oh, I forgot
the scene of the reform school boys gang-banging Babette......But The Consequence for all that it was
predictable, earnest, and occasionally melodramatic, was quite a good little film convincingly acted by its two
prinipals, and with some very real and moving scenes. Unlike To An Unknown God, by Jaime Chavarri. Sure,
it was quite well acted, quite well directed, and with just tons of sensitivity — but dull, dull, dull.

I don't think it's really any surprise that the best 'gay' film at the festival was the only one that didn't take
time out to push its barrow and stand on its soapbox. In Rainer Werner Fassbinder's erratic and intense (and
stylistically very exciting) In A Year of 13 Moons, it is almost inconsequential that the main character happens
to be a disintegrating transsexual. But Elvira wins our deep sympathy like no-one does in the other films. And
that sympathy, simply for another human being, carries quite a weight. [unclear: En] rambling. Fassbinder's
highly [unclear: stylised] of tragedy is brilliant. If you like that a of thing, which I do.

New Zealand Films
Wince. God, there were some [unclear: fuckin] awful New Zealand flicks at the festival year. I think I'd

better spare them [unclear: ful] mention. But Jesus, talk about home-in vie mentalities and artistic masturbation
One of these films was even worse than the abysmal Angel Mine. Enough said.

David Sims' Jack Winter's Dream is okay. But only that. Technically [unclear: pretty] good, with quite a
number of excellent shots (can anyone find even one in Middle Age Spread?), it is marred by the [unclear: ve
ry] amfisted handling of the narrative. [unclear: luctant] (or not allowed?) to sacrifice [unclear: any] of James
K. Baxter's pearls of poetry, [unclear: th] film is never allowed to speak for itself, [unclear: a] the audience is
treated like five-year-olds Though competently played, the charact are, without exception, blanks.

Warwick Attewell's A Nice Sort Of A Day, a semi-documentary about a couple of rock-climbers, is good
— neat and well finished. Sam Neilli's Red Mole On The Road is good too. Invigorating viewing, and proof
that you can get away with technical shortcomings if your content is strong enough.

Technically speaking, Michael Havas' The Sons of Tu-Mata-Uenga is good. But this film is so
condescending in its treatment of ex-soldiers from the Maori Battalion revisiting battle sites of World War II,
that it's practically a crime against the Maori people. A nasty and insidious little piece. To be sold to T.V.? Let's
hope not. Race riots aren't my idea of a good time.

The best New Zealand film I've ever seen still remains Vincent Ward and Tim White's A State Of Siege,
shown at last year's festival. Based on a Janet Frame story, it's less than an hour long, but superb throughout.
Having done very well at festivals overseas, it's at last getting a short season sometime soon at the Paramount.
Don't miss it. It's still the [unclear: or] to beat.
Paul Hagan.
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Austere but Never Dull



Interiors Written and directed by Woody Allen.
After running concurrently with the Film Festival, Interiors finished last week at the St. James (or at least

was scheduled to do so at the time of going to print). Well, I guess that's the way the cookie crumbles — quite a
lot of people will have missed a really fine film simply because of overly aggressive distribution competition.

But never mind, it will return. And when it does, everyone who missed it should make a point of seeing it.
It's excellent in every respect, and instantly one of my favourite films. Partly because of the acting.

The entire cast is very good, but Geraldine Page and Maureen Stapleton stand out in their large-as-life roles
as neurotic mother and brash, extroverted divorcee respectively. Equally impressive are the detailed and
disturbingly subtle performances of Diane Keaton and Marybeth Hurt, who both show capable of evoking
strong audience sympathy while maintaining an uncomfortable ambiguity.

Also, Interiors is visually, very very beautiful. Designer Mel Bourne has realised Eve's 'ice palaces' as
confining and claustrophobic museum/prisons, which are in turn beautifully rendered by Gordon Willis's superb
cinematography. His compositions are clear, simple, and precise.

The film's motifs of colour, lighting, ornaments, flowers and windows are able to be powerfully developed
by their presence or absence as details m Willis's otherwise almost blank frames. It's a device which works very
well. As the film progresses, an expressive shorthand is created which is then used of communicate or reinforce
many relationships and ideas in the script. Sound heavy and pedantic? It isn't. But it is a very common idea in
'psychological' movies, though I don't think I've ever seen it as capably or tellingly handled as it is here.

Which leads right into the script and direction, and Woody Allen. Up until now, Woody Allen's films have
all been comedies. I'd better say here and now that I've only seen Take The Money And Run and Annie Hall,
but it seems a general rule that though these previous films have been built around laughs, ther's always been at
least a partly serious note in the laughter. A concern with man' condition, his predicament, human relationships,
call it what you like. Interiors is very much another manifestation of the same sort of concerns as we find in,
say, Annie Hall. However, though it does contain some humour, it's no comedy. Fair enough, because it's
essentially about people who cannot laugh. But where Interiors does surprise is in it's surefootedness, its
control.

It is part of the episodic and improvisational nature of Annie Hall that gives it a feeling of comic
spontaneity, almost haphazardness. The feeling comes through in other Allen films — as if there are things he
wants to say, and he's intuitively feeling his way towards an expression of them. In Annie Hall, this 'intuitive'
approach was brilliantly successful. In Interiors, its nowhere in evidence. The script and direction are both, like
the film's photographic style, clear-cut, economical, and accurate. Both are finely controlled and intelligently
structured — in a word, superb. It's as if suddenly. Woody Allen has known exactly what he wanted to say and
exactly the way he wanted to say it.
Paul Hagan.

From the Courts
An 18 year old youth was discharged without conviction in a Lower Hutt court recently. The discharge was

allowed under section 42 of the Criminal Justice Act, a section which allows for a conviction to be quashed if
that conviction would seriously affect the defendant's career. The youth had thrown a bottle from a moving
vehicle and as a result had been charged with depositing dangerous litter.

I know of one person, a student, who appeared before the court on a charge which could easily have had
serious consequences to his future career. He applied for the sentence to be quashed under section 42; however
the magistrate decided that in this case it was unnecessary. So what was so special about the youth who
appeared recently in Lower Hutt? Well I don't know but I did forget to include earlier the fact that he was a
police cadet.

The cadet was required to pay $100 costs within seven days but that is of little consequence. The fact is that
this delinquent will be admitted to our glorious police force which boldly upholds the concepts of law, order,
justice and equality our fair nation.

The fact that the youth was required to pay costs indicates that the magistrate approved of some form of
punishment. However Section 42 has been invoked to enable this person to enter the police force where
normally a conviction for such a charge would at the very least be a hindrance.

When I rang the police about the effect of a criminal conviction on an applicant I was told that "every case
is taken on it's merits". Throwing a bottle from a moving car has little merit and shows a distinct lack of thought
and consideration for others.

So maybe we should give the guy a break - no pun intended. Everybody makes mistakes, I mean when was
the last time you threw out a bottle as you were driving along. What may bother you however is what sort of



mistakes this person will make when he's a Constable and supposed to be using his head. Do we really want this
sort of person in the police? If he's got no respect for other people now, what respect will he show in the future,
Bolt your doors tightly folks.
Chris Conway.

Student Health

[unclear: e] A to Z on NGU.
NGU, NSU, PGU, VD, STD. Pardon the al[unclear: oetical] jargon. This article will attempt to [unclear:

vel] the semantic and medical mysteries of [unclear: U]. why NGU? What ever happened to NSU? [unclear: o]
wants to know about PGU?

Frist of all, back to basics with tome [unclear: defini- s].
• U — Non-gonococcal urethritis
• J. — Non-specific urethritis
• J — Post-gonococcal urethritis
• [unclear: —] Venereal diseases
• [unclear: O] — Sexually Trensmitted Diseases

Diposing of the last two first, the venereal [unclear: ases] or VD are those diseases, five in [unclear: num-]
which are classified in the Venereal Di[unclear: e] Regulztions. Three of them are tropical don't normally occur
in New Zealand and [unclear: rise], surprise, NGU isn't one of them. Now, [unclear: e's] a quaint piece of
medico-legal nonsense, commonest sexually transmitted disease is classified as a venereal disease according to
regulations. The preferred name for this [unclear: ple] group of diseases is not classified at a [unclear: veal]
disease according to the regulations. The [unclear: ferred] name for this whole group of [unclear: diseais] now
the Sexually Transmitted Disease STD for short (not to be confused with [unclear: subber] toll dialling). We
thus have a broad and [unclear: ful] category called STD and a small [unclear: statuy] group of venereal
diseases.

Now back to NGU. What's in the name? [unclear: urethrilis] it Simply an inflammation of the [unclear:
thra] and the non-gonococcal prefix is pretty [unclear: ious]. Why has the term NSU gone out of [unclear:
lion]? When it was designated "non-specific" [unclear: distinguish] it from gonotthoea it was true [unclear: t]
no specific cause had been identified but that it no longer true. Specific causes for nonspecific urethritis have
now been identified, if you get what it meant. Research had identified at least two organisms which are
generally regarded at the main culprits.

Top contender and responsible for over 50% of cases of NGU it a tiny microorganism known at Chlamydia
trachomatis. Chlamydia for short. It is an obligate intracellular parasite which is why it cannot be cultured in
your friendly neighbourhood microbiological laboratory, It is technically a bacterium and related to the
organism which causes the tropical eye disease Trachoma, hence the name.

Second in the running it a peculiar organism rather like a bacterium but lacking a cell wall and sometimes
knows as a mycoplasma. This culprit used to be referred to as a T-strain Mycoplasma but the preferred
terminology is now the lyrical Ureoplasma ureolyticum.

Enough of semantics. Now for some medical facts. NGU is now the commonest form of sexually
transmitted disease in New Zealand and considering it wasn't even diagnosed decades ago that's no mean
achievement. In the male, symptoms are similar to gonorrhoea, ie, a urethral discharge and pain on urination. It
is so similar that laboratory tests are essential to distinguish the two. And just to complicate things there it no
reason why they cannot be contracted together — in other words, a double dose. It it important to make the
distinction because the treatment is quite different Pencillin for gonorrhoea and Tetracycline for NGU. And
that's where Post-gonococcal urethritis or PGU comes in. If the gonorrhoea is treated but the discharge persists,
one of the likely explanations it an untreated concurrent dose of NGU.

What about females? It used to be though I that NGU was specifically a male complaint but if is now
realised that women may carry the infection, sometimes with mild symptoms but more commonly without any
symptoms whatsoever. Should women then be treated? Doctors are still inclined to argue about this but in the
case of a steady relationship the trend is more and more to treat the female. Recurrent infection in a male may
be due to reinfection from an untreated female. During the birth process a baby's eyes may become infected
from organisms in the female tract.

NGU lends to be characterised by remissions and this can be frustrating for the sufferer especially when



there does not appear to be any explanation for the relapse. Excecssive alcohol consumption may be
responsible. Follow up is important. A rare complication in 1% of cases of NGU is a joint disease known as
Reiter's Disease.

There is still a lot to be learned about NGU but the importance of both partners attending for a check is
being increasingly recognised.

REC Centre
With the recent bad weather, has come the snow. With the mow, comet tiding. With the skiing, comes

accidents and ski injuries. Prevent ski injuries by attending the Centre ski fitness classes — Tuesday 12 - 1 and
Thursday 5.30 - 6.30. Rehabilitate your injuries by getting firstly a medical diagnosis, and secondly a
rehabilitation programme from the Centre staff. If you wish to have a personalised ski fitness programme, then
talk to Hugh or Diana at the Centre.

The economic cut-backs have finally hit the centre and we are now closing at 10.00 pm daily and at 5.30
pm on Saturday and Sunday. Our collective apologies but bear with us.

Amongst our "fit lips" for squash players, can we recommend a most important one? Following this "tip"
will save us and the doctors considerable problems with squash injuries and will help you to play a little better.
Warm up before you go on court. By this, we suggest a simple five minute suppling routine (available at the
Centre) which will allow you to go into the high speed, vigorous action of a squash game without the risk of
those muscle, tendon and ligament injuries.

Also, simple racquet warming up routines will assist in the fashion of playing twenty strokes at an
imaginary ball. 'This is know as "shadowing". Play each stroke, lunging and stepping fully into the proposed
action. This will assist you when you get onto the court to play fuler and more effective strokes and will guard
against the risk of joint injuries.

Following is the third of our beginners jogging routes starting at the Recreation Centre.

The Cable Car Canter
(A Swiss engineer's eye-view of the Cable Car, and glimpses of the gardens)
Turn left alter the Recreation Centre and run round the Cotton Building past the English Department; cross

to the right hand side of Glasgow street; turn right into Rawhiti Terrace and run under the Cable Car and up the
zig-zag grassy path to the main tar-sealed path in the Gardens alongside the Scout Hall. Turn right past the
Meteorological Office and right again onto Salamanca Road; run ahead into Kelburn Parade then left into the
Kirk service entrance, around the Rankine Brown Building, and back into the Recreation Centre.

Careers: Employer visits ~
For full details of interviews with these visiting employers please contact the Careers Advisory Service, 6

Kelburn Parade.
MONDAY 30 JULY TUESDAY 31 JULY WEDNESDAY 1 AUGUST THURSDAY 2 AUGUST

FRIDAY 3 AUGUST DATABANK SYSTEMS LTD NATIONAL MUTUAL GROUP MOBIL OIL NEW
ZEALAND LTD CALTEXOIL(N.Z.)LTD T & G MUTUAL LIFE SOCIETY LTD ALL DISCIPLINES
ACCEPTABLE ACCOUNTING, MATHEMATICS/ STATISTICS, ECONOMICS, COMMERCE, LAW,
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION. SCIENCE, LAW, COMMERCE, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, ARTS,
ENGINEERING. ECONOMICS. ACCOUNTING. ACCOUNTING, COMMERCE, ENGINEERING
ALMOST ANY DISCIPLINE INCLUDING ARTS, LAW, ECONOMICS, ACCOUNTING, SCIENCE Head
Office in Wellington, Computer Centres in Auckland (4), Hamilton, Tauranga, Palmerston North, Hastings,
Wellington (2), Christchurch, Dunedin. Number of tuff approximately 1,000. Employment in all areas of
computing. Head Office in Melbourne, Australia. N.Z. Branch Head Office in Wellington. District offices
throughout New Zealand. Work in all forms of assurance; accounting; actuarial; clerical and administrative;
data processing; investments and property development; law; sales management. Head Office in Wellington,
branches at Wellington, Auckland, laboratories at Seaview, Lower Hutt, employing over 700 staff in all. Mobil
Oil Corporation (international) Work in marketing - sales and technical; operations - design, construction and
maintenance of plant and facilities; accounting and finance; quality control; Staff Departments - planning,
supply and employee and public relations. Offices in Wellington, Auckland, Christchurch, Lower Hutt.
Affiliations world-wide Work for potential long-term employees in finance and accounting, marketing,



engineering and administration at Head Office, Wellington and at branch level. Offices are located in the four
major enetres as well as in regional centres; employing approximately 400 suff. N.Z. operations centred in
Wellington on. Part of an Australasian-wide Insurance Sales & Service Organisation with Head Office in
Melbourne. Sales positions. GRADUATES OR NEAR GRADUATES HAVING SECOND YEAR
MATHEMATICS AT LEAST Actuarial trainees are generally located in Wellington, but opportunity is given
for trainees to undertake part of the course in Melbourne. Other details as above. Actuarial positions. NEW
ZEALAND DAIRY BOARD NEW ZEALAND MOTOR CORPORATION. RESERVE BANK OF NEW
ZEALAND 1 NEW ZEALAND ARMY ECONOMICS DIVISION — MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT
COMMERCE, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, ECONOMICS, ACCOUNTING, MARKETING.
COMMERCE AND ADMINISTRATION ECONOMICS. ACCOUNTING, MATHEMATICS WITH
ECONOMIC TRAINING ARTS, ACCOUNTING, SCIENCE, COMMERCE, ENGINEERING,
EDUCATION, ECONOMICS, HONS IN PSYCHOLOGY. ECONOMICS, MATHEMATICS,
ACCOUNTING Head Office in Wellington, employing 300 tuff controlling NZ dairy production and world
wide dairy produce mar feeling operations. Career training in production programming, cost and management
accounting international marketing and economics and general administrative functions. Wellington (Head
Office) and most major centres employing 2,700 tuff. Major motor vehicle assembler, distributor and retailer.
Diversified interests include heavy equipment, but body building and sheetmetal mer chanting and fabrication.
Marketing, Accounting, Corporate Planning and Personnel. Offices in Wellington, Auckland, Christchurch
employing about 600 stuff. Work in Economic and Chief Cashiers Departments of the Bank in Wellington.
Employment would be in a wide range of Army Officer appointments. Investigating the cost structure of all
forms of transport in New Zealand, evaluating transport developments, research on capital and related costs for
new proposals, advising government on investment in transport. U.E.B. INDUSTRIES LTD WINSTONE
LIMITED STATE SERVICES COMMISSION STATES SERVICES COMMISSION WELUNGTON
HOSPITAL BOARD POSSIBLE OPPORTUNITIES IN MARKETING & HUMAN RESOURCES
ACCOUNTING, FINANCE, COMMERCE GRADUATES FROM ALL FACULTIES GRADUATES FROM
ALL FACULTIES FINANCE, ACCOUNTING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, COMMERCE Spread
throughout New Zealand, but Auckland, Wellington or Christchurch the most likely locations. Head Office in
Auckland, with offices throughout New Zealand. Total tuff approximately 3,000. Employment in a wide range
of Public Service Departments. Employment in a wide range of Public Service Departments. Board Office in
Wellington, administration in Wellington, Hutt, Porirua, Kenepuru and Silverstream hospitals. Total tuff over
3,000. Training offered in immediate appointment and for development. Accountants undergo a one year
training programme in Auckland followed by a permanent appointment in one of the main centres. On the
Marketing side, graduates join the Market Research team of our Group Marketing Division in Auckland. Suff
employed over 6,300. Employment in finance; administration; management services; corporateplanning; works
engineering; personnel; scientific officers; dieticians; selected therapists; technologists; social workers;
architects; commerce.

Drama

Dear Playboy...
Sexual Perversity in Chicago by David Mamet Circa Theatre

Dear Playboy—I got this great new chick, real classy piece of tail, we ball like crazy all the time. She's
crazy about giving head, loves the taste of come. She loves me to.........etc etc.

I have this theory that the more people talk about the sex they've been having, the less likely they've been
having any. "Sexual Perversity in Chicago" contains an echo of this. The play is not about sex: it is about
people and language, the soulnessess of city life, games (yuk) people play, and the attitudes and conven lions
with which we have perverted sexual feelings. It is 'Penthouse' and 'Viva", Chicago, singles bars and muzak,
plateglass skyscrapers, blue movies and late night television. At Circa it is compelling theatre.

David Mamet has had his talent likened to some pretty class names - Pinter, JD Salinger, Albee: Off
Broadway's Great White Hope. His strength lies in his ear for dialogue, its rythms, pauses, inconsistensies, his
accuracy of idiom which flows into the characterization and situations; in the humour which counterpoints the
starker truths of this play. His weakness in "Perversity" seems to be in his structuring: I defy any director to
avoid moments in the play when the audience sits restless, that bit long, waiting for a change in the tempo, key,
a new variation. I had heard it said that the play, essentially a one-actor had been drawn out to fill the time, but I



strongly disagree - the scene changes are swift, and the pausing integral to the accounting of the playing.
Drawing of two people pointing at a female torso
I had been apprehensive before going it is hard to have to be uncomplimentary to some one you know and

respect - that I was going to dislike this production (the error of taking notice of other peoples comments before
seeing for oneself). Instead Grant Tilly deserves full kudos, no less for his direction, than his design which is
superb; abstract; spare and functional shapes; projections adding almost aggressively realistic keynote to the
changes of locale - bar, apartment, highrise, beach. The Lighting by Dave Brown is excellent complimentary
and sensitive.

The spareness of the settings - emptiness of their relationships to each other in space - left the actors the
stage. It is said that good dialogue makes acting easy, but could not the converse be true, that good dialogue
demands a high level from its actors? Either way the actors met their task. All played their characters with
sensitive understanding.

Gilbert Goldie impressed considerably, as the extrovert mentor, dimly frightened by past experience, not
wishing to admit anything but his own "wolf" prowess; Peter Haden, his buddy and Adele Chapman unnable to
escape the Heffneresque morality that dooms their relationship. As the fourth character, repressed, given to
tantrums, when catching her infant charges in sex play, floundering without a defined or understood morality to
cope with the situation, Susan Rahr was least at case on stage and seemed to have difficulty with the sudden
emotional transitions she was required to make.

This is a play that demands intelligence from its audience. Not a play that everyone is going to like, not for
the dirty raincoat brigade (who in missapprehension flocked to its London season), nor for Patricia
whatsername. If you like Bergman, Woody Aliens "Interiors", if you go to the film festivals, are concerned with
contemporary life, 20th century literary themes, or enjoy good theatre, this is a play to see.
John Godfrey.

Cooking

Cooking with Alfred
For those of you who might have thought [unclear: I] was a confirmed vegetarian here's some meat

[unclear: for] thought. I do tend to cook a minimum of [unclear: mcat] largely because it is so expensive but
also [unclear: because] we, as a nation, eat far too much meat. It is interesting that we know full well the
detrimental results of eating too little protein. We still do not know the result of eating too Much protein!

Neck Chops with Fruit (4 people)
Drawing of an executioner with an axe
Neck chops are an incredibly cheap cut of meat (I fed 8 people to satiation and the meat cost (2.30). They

come in pain and one such pair is ample for one helping. Neck chops need a long cooking time to get them
realty tender.

Things you will need: —
• 4 neck chops - roll in wholemeal or rye flour
• 1 cup water
• 2 cups dried fruit (try 1 cup each of pears and peaches.)
• ¼ cup honey
• ½ teaspoon assorted herbs (cinnamon, cloves, ginger make a good combination)
• 2 tablespoons lemon juice or vinegar
• ¼ teaspoon salt

Place chops in baking dish and then in preheated oven at 350°F for two hours. (Cover top tightly.)
Sometime in 2 hours add fruit, honey, herbs, lemon juice and salt to water and simmer gently for about 5

minutes.
Drain off fat after 2 hours and then add fruit mixture. Cover and return to oven for ½hour at 400°F.
Try with brown rice and a glass of still red wine.

Notices



Victoria University Harrier Club
Coming events:— Saturday July 28th, Centre Cross Country Championships, at Masterton. Over an

undulating farm paddock with many fences. II you need transport ring lan Jamieson, 728-734.
Saturday August 4th, invitation Warwick Wright at 3 Flint Way, Wilton.

Christian Union
An Annual General Meeting will be held in the Lounge on Friday August 3rd, 5.30 pm. Election of officers

for the Christian Union Executive will be taking place.

Fair Deal
The controversial Corso film which T.V.1 refused to screen, Tuesday 31st July. 1 pm. Memorial Theatre.
Admission free. Organised by VUWSA International Affairs.

Marijuana Club
A General Meeting will be held at 8 pm sharp in the Smoking Room on Wednesday 1st August.
Anyone interested in the campaign is most welcome. We would especially like to hear from students and

others who have been unduly hassled by police and feel hard done by them.
An end of the term concert is planned for August 10th in the Union Hall with Smashed Executive. See next

weeks issue for further details.

Studass Office
The Studass office wish to announce that they are now selling Backpacks for only $11.00 each. We are also

selling Tee Shirts for $5.50 each. Car Stickers for $1.00, and pennants, .50c each.
Hurry While Stocks Last!!!

Casual Staff — Weir House
Kitchen Hands. Servery Hands, Cleaners required during the August holidays. For appointment, ring

721-351 business hours.

Women's Action Group
The VUWSA Women's Action Group is meeting to discuss the aims and goals of the group. If you have

been involved In any way during the year or are interested in becoming involved in the Women's Action Group
please come.

12 - 1 Thursday August 2. Union Lounge.
All women are welcome.

Volleyball
VUWVC Film Evening in support of Victoria players selected to play in the NZU team to Mexico. 8 pm,

1/8/79. Cotton 114, S2 ticket. Video and film will be shown of the world's top volleyball teams in action. Drink
and eats will be provided.

Rugby Game
Commerce Faculty vs Law Faculty, Kelburn Park, Wednesday 2.30 pm (and afterwards at the the Barretts.)

Mandarin Film
English and Chinese sub-titles. A great story about two loving couples who are caught in the dilemma of to

love or to part.
Admission: free for members, others .50c. Another WMSA presentation.



Cultural Affairs Council
There will be a meeting of the Cultural Affairs Council on Monday 30 July at 4pm in the Board Room of

the Union Building.
It is imperative that all clubs send at least one representative.

M. Carr Gregg

Secretary — Cultural Affairs Council

Badminton Club
There will be a club film evening consisting of four ½, hour all England Championship films and one

coaching film.
The cost is 50 cents per person (to cover the projectionist's wages).
Tickets will be sold at the door.
All welcome.

School Holiday Vacancies
Hours to suit. 6—15 years.
119 Kelburn Parade.
Bluebird 759-094.

Lost Property
A cream coloured purse was lost last Thursday somewhere on campus. Would the finder please hand it in at

the Studass office.

Gay University Group
The group is having its next social on Sunday August 5 at 2pm. At our last party various ideas were put

forward in the way of bar-b-ques, picnics, socials etc, and at this meeting details will be finalised.
Our group consists of female and male students and staff, so if you ace gay and would like to meet other

friendly gay people on this campus give as a ring and come along and join us. If you are hesitant about coming
out, or even if not yet decided, why not give us a ring just the same. You don't need to feel alone and we would
be only too happy to have a chat with you and tell you something about our group.

Sharleen 721-111
Ken 721-167
Trevor 862-449

Graduation Ceremony
Victoria University of Wellington will hold a Graduation Ceremony in the Wellington Town Hall on

Thursday 2 August at 8pm at which, in addition to ordinary degrees, honorary degrees will be conferred on:
• Mr Austin Graham Bagnall
• Mr Eruera Riini Manura
• Mr Whakaari Te Rangitakuku Mete-Kingi
• Mr Henare Kohere Ngata
• Sir Joseph Holmes Miller

Tickets for the ceremony may be obtained free of charge on application to the University Marshall —
Telephone 721-000 Ext 879. A limited number of tickets for the supper which will follow the ceremony are
available at a charge of $3.50.



Women's Studies Course, YWCA
That's right, the YWCA is not a boring organisation that runs knitting classes for aged Christians, You don't

have to be old, nor do you even have to be a Christian — we are aware of the changing role of women in New
Zealand society and we're hesitantly support the changes. That's why we're offering a Women's Studies course
with topics ranging from physical health, mental health, women and the law, women in employment, and those
unemployed, human and family relations.

Don't be a typical, apathetic New Zealander — come along for your own sake. It costs only $1 per session,
creche and coffee provided every Monday between 10-12 noon. The speakers are not washed out by-gones
either.

Phone 850-505 ext. 69/70 for enquiries.
SASRAC BAND APPALUCA (ex-Flight 77 members) Wed 1 Aug 4-6

Letters
Drawing of a woman writing with a feather quill

[unclear: for Ransom]

Executive,

has come to our attention that we are in [unclear: ession] of your SASRAC sign, and it's [unclear: n']
heavy I can tell you. We feel that at [unclear: e] now also the proud owners of the PSA's [unclear: er], that we
are prepared to return the SAS sign subject to certain conditions, all of [unclear: n] must be met on Friday the
3rd August, at the Victoria Club.

[unclear: he] conditions are at follows:—
[unclear: hil] Sowman mutt stand on his head at 2.47 [unclear: and] recite 10 times, 'I Phil Sowman Fuck

[unclear: rs',] out loud.
[unclear: aroline] Massof mutt stand up and renounce [unclear: ens] Liberation with at least half-a-dozen

letter words throw in, while at the same putting a training bra on at 2.50 p.m.
[unclear: ndrew] Teet mutt drink jugs of beer conti[unclear: y] until he can finish in less than ten

se[unclear: s]. This process will start at 2.55 if Caro[unclear: as] managed to get her bra on. No chun[unclear:
will] be tolerated, except in public.

[unclear: t] the time when Andrew completes his [unclear: all] executive members present (at least 70%
[unclear: mum]) shall stand up, link arms and sing, Executive takes it up the arse, doo, da, [unclear: da].... etc.,'
ten times out loud.

[unclear: All] Executive members must be present.
[unclear: Salient] must photograph these events and [unclear: sh] a photo for each one.
[unclear: Bob] Wallace mutt resign if the above con[unclear: ns] aren't fulfilled.
[unclear: Cooking] forward to the Vic Club at the said

Yours,

OLSS,
(Organisation for the Liberation of Sasrac Signs.)

[unclear: Any] tricky business and you're fucked.
[unclear: S]. Vive la Sasrac
[unclear: S.D.] (Again!!).

[unclear: forms]

Sir,

[unclear: would] like to ask Andrew Tees why he did [unclear: attend] the Monday 23 July forum. He as



unclear: ident] and also a supporter of the motions [unclear: er] discussion would have been an ideal spea-
[unclear: Also] I would like to know why the mo[unclear: of] the motion also declined to attend.

[unclear: t] ais part of their argument for the motions [unclear: forums] can be held to discuss matters
which [unclear: be] going to referenda yet they decline to take [unclear: in] any forum prior to the SGM. Those
people [unclear: did] attend felt the lack of balance. Not one [unclear: on] in the hall openly supported the
motions, were there no supporting speakers? Maybe [unclear: e] are no supporters, maybe the movers don't
[unclear: port] the motion but more likley the movers Andrew Tees have something to hide.

Robin Craw claimed, Salient 23 June, that [unclear: EY] didn't want the motion discussed at an [unclear:
It] would be more truthful to say they did support the motion but if it was brought to a SGM, then they would
discuss it. In fact they set up a forum prior to the SGM to discuss the motions.

Mr Robyn Craw went on to say some very stupid things such as (about SRC) "this seems like democracy
but realy there is no way in which the majority can make it's will effective." The way the majority makes it's
will effective it by turning up to SRC's and listening, talking then voting. What Robin Craw, Michael
Carr-Gregg and Andrew Tees want is to isolate the student from rational informative discussion.
Stephen Ruth.

IT'S A HELL OF A JOB...
ORKSHOP ON SOCIAL DEMOCRACY LACE : Turnball House, Bowen Street ATE: Sunday 5 August

1979 IME : 10 a.m. ere will be three sessions:— What New Zealand social democracy ns to me. Unions - our
contribution to social deocracy. Welfare - people and priorities in a so democracy. so film from C'ORSO
dealing with proems of the Third World and the emergence a new economic order. 00 Bring your own lunch.

Who is the Guy ?

Dear Sir,

I have been reading your correspondence section for some months now, with growing consternation. Social
misfits and dissidents are regular contributors, not to mention the resident Moron element — the ravings of
people (?) such as P. O'Donoghue, the sex-hungry Carol Addley, C.A.M., and LB. (Intelligence Buried)
Flapworth. But worse, far worse, is your tolerance — your encouragement, even — of blasphemers such as the
followers, the hedgehog, llama, sheep and like sects.

I would warn these heatherns and rebels against the dangers of attempting to define the Deity. Proceed with
extreme caution — you are on the downward path.
Yours faithfully,
God.

A regular Correspondent Writes in

Dear Ed,

Why ?

Love,

Carol Addley.

(Well, I dunno. It just keeps us off the streets - ed.)

Gays in the Holocaust

Dear MDEC,



I would like to take strong exception to your "Holocaust" letter and the blatant discrimination it shows
towards gay people. Homosexuals have no choice about their homosexual natures. I most certainly don't choose
to be a homosexual, I am one just as straight people, in their being straight, don't have any real choice in the
matter of their sexuality.

Ignorance of other oppressed minorities, uncritical belief in stereotypes and other social myths is surely
only a more subtle form of racism.

In this country there are just as many gay people as Maoris, and among the Maori people just the same
percentage as among the non-Maori who are gay. Now how many of your non-white friends do you know who
are gav?

At a minority we get taught to be invisible. How many of you non-white friends have been beaten up for
being visibly what they are? Who else gets put down as "queer" etc., fear the lots of their jobs, friends, get
chucked out of their churches etc., have their relationships laughed at, feel they have to hide themselves and
their lovers, get treated at tick dirty perverts, get lumped together with "communists and the general
dissident?!"

Why don't you wake up and realise that discrimination is discrimination what ever form it takes. That any
form of socially divisive discrimination is essentially 'racist.'

Your anti-racist friend,

N.K.

P.S. One quarter million homosexuals were exterminated by the Nazis, don't they count in your numbers
game?

Dear Sir,

I would like to make a few points in reply to Robin C Craw's article on Dr Chittick's talk published in
Salient, July 9th.
• The validity of a scientific theory does not depend upon the number or type of university degrees held by

its apologists or on their understanding of the philosophy of science, or their literacy, or their ability to
understand and answer questions from the "audience".

• The separation between scientific creationists and neo-Darwinians is at least of the same order of
magnitude as that between athiests and theists.

• There are two types of theorietical construction in the domain of science:
•laws of nature - which are deduced from observational data and are essentially methods of classification
of such data. Note that we do not inquire into their cause here.
• scientific theories - which seek to explain the laws of nature starting from a few given principles.

The validity of any theory within the domain of science is determined by whether or not it accounts
for the observed laws of nature for which it should account for and whether its account of such laws does
not contradict a law of nature that it does not explain e.g. Any theory of creation must account for the
obvious law of nature that a diversity of material things exist, but its account must not contradict other
known laws (since we know they must hold experimentally!) Since much of modem science consists of
laws of nature (experimentally verifiable) it is not surprising that it is regarded as being "A Ok" or as
being "inviolable truth". Furthermore, the degree to which such inviolable truths can be used to argue
against a theoretical conjecture is the measure of its validity in the domain of science.

• If there is more than one valid way of explaining "where people come from" then the objectivity of
science demands that we either teach all the valid ways or none at all.

• The major problem besotting our age is lack of objectivity in all forms of human activity — Mr Craw's
subjective criticism of Dr Chittick's talk being a prime example as is the refusal of many teachers to even
consider alternatives to evolution.

Yours sincerely,

Catholic Student.

Concern for the 'Boat People'



I realise that in recent weeks our thoughts and efforts have been largely directed towards the education
fightback campaign and I do agree that it is something pressing and important that we all should be fighting for.
But amongst all this din and commotion we seem to have forgotten a far more pressing problem, in fact, a
matter of life and death, and that is for the Vietnamese refugees or 'boat people' to be refilled in developed
countries and be given the chance to live, be it decent or not.

I do not like to repeat how distressful and pitiful a plight the 'boat people' are in - it is well described in
newspaper, TV and magazines and I suppose most of us even know the details. But I do indeed feel the pain
and hurt that these people are feeling now, for I too am a Chinese is are the majority of them. I do feel
frustrated about my own inability to do something more constructive to help them at I am an overeas student
and so I appeal to you all to give t hand in saving those people.

The refugees do seem very remote from our student world (where we are totally immersed in our studies
and activities) and yet we receive daily reports of the drowning, raping, sickness, hunger and deaths of the
refugees. How long can we afford to sit back and do nothing about [unclear: t], hoping it will all go away soon?
How much longer can we stare at this modern day holocaust and yet make feeble excuses about our own
inactivity? Is human life really that cheap as to be better ignored?

New Zealand has recently announced that it would take in 1800 refugees per year, and yet an estimated
1000 refugees drown per day. The monthly outflow of refugees number 65,000 from Vietnam alone. I
understand the economic situation New Zealand is in, with all its unemployment etc., and also the difficulty the
local people face in adapting to these refugees (due to their racial and cultural differences— but still, the
refugees are fellow humans, they are our brothers and sisters, and they too deserve our love and compassion.
We can afford to save them, even if not on the religious ground of loving our neighbours as ourselves, but at
least on the humanitarian ground of allowing another human being to have the chance to live and to share with
them the joy and beauty of just being alive.

There are a number of ways in which we can help:—
• Individual students can write to their MPs or to the Prime Minister to request that we do more than we are

now in helping the refugees.
• Students create an awareness of the urgent need for those human lives to be saved, both in our campus

and the public.
• Students can offer, with their families, to sponsor any incoming refugees in helping them to rehabilatate

and settle down.
• My special request to our Student Association and Andrew Tees to take positive action to help saw those

refugees.
• That Malaysian and overseas students should also work together for this cause, and also to protect against

the Malaysian government policies for the harsh treatment of the refugees and their refusal to allow the
local population to give more positive aid to the refugees.

The present situation for the refugees is grave indeed, and their 'future', especially those still in the boats,
looks horrifying. But if we students can lend a helping hand, we can at least let a few more lives continue
living.
V. Wong

Teaching Research Centre Useless ?

Hi there you there,

Your article re assessment and UTRC surveys prompts me to point out how the UTRC seems to have had
no effect and in fact a worsened effect on the INFO 154 courses.

At the end of INFO 153 in June we were asked what the workload was like. Though no feedback on the
replies were given to us it was clearly a very heavy course with a lot of time required over a measly 3 credits.

So what do we find at the start of this semester but the workload has increased from a minimum of 2
projects to 3 projects as well as bring much harder.
Yours etc,

Pissed off and overworked
DOWNSTAGE THEATRE 'THE CLUB' THE RECRUITING OFFICER by David Williamson by George

Farquar LAST WEEK — The funniest OPENS AUGUST 9 play of the year!!! BRILLIANT AND
SPECTACU- Dinner 6.30 pm Play 8.00 pm LAR CLASSIC COMEDY WATCH EV POST for LATE—



NIGHT and LUNCH TIME SHOWS Student stand-by available Mondays and Tuesdays only at 7,50 pm $2.00
only. I.D. card necessary

Requiem for Vic

Dear Sir,

One of the depressing truths about our dear university is that it is slowly, but surely dying. And just as the
ailing and terminally ill man will thrash feebly about on his deathbed, trying vainly to elude the icy hand of
death, so to does the university make weak uncoordinated movements against crushing forces. We have
increasing finanical hardship to face, overburdening workloads to handle and dwindling job prospects, all
combining to squeeze the life from the student.

Yet these pale in comparison to the real killer in our midst — the accountancy students. These are the
sickly thin entities with the gaunt, emotionless faces that stare at you over the toilet door while you're having a
crap. These are the droning, monotone voices that elbow into the middle of sparkling conversation, killing the
wit and imagination like a fresh cowpat that's tipped on a fire. These are the noisy hordes in the library,
muttering endlessly a— way about their work that nobody else is interested in, like clockwork slugs they
wheeze past you in the corridors, their eyes glazed, their breath offensive, stopping only to leave some foul
deposit on the stairs. Their contribution to the university ends there.

And when they leave they move in quiet ranks, without fuss, into, their lowly stations in life, accepting the
office drudgery and pettiness without question because they are incapable of thought or understanding.

Surely we should look to relocating these undesirables and their department downward, and two miles east,
to Soames bland. There, they can roam with the animals and interbreed, and we will have given the university
the kiss of life by being rid of them.
Yours philosophically,

Reverend Garry Page.
P.S. No services this week.

Censor this Letter

Dear Petros,

I fart in your general direction, you son of a large collection of wave-swept sand. Two of Kevin's letters last
year were not printed and now the trend continues. Two of Kyle's letters unpublished, Wayne's latest effort
aborted, and now even Kruger fears the ruination of his 100% record of successful publication. We will
massage your head with a brick, staple your broomstick knees together and shoot your teddy-bear. Pat Bartlett's
got nothing on you, you censoring cocksucker. May you wig get scabies, your dentures explode inwards, your
navel ooze putrescense and the warts on your big toe stand up in a public place and shout. "This man rapes
chickens!". Cathy's drink is watered down something terrible and the Dominion has been reduced to its
component sheets. Cathy also permits me to moan about the parking. There is Still beetroot in the bloody rolls
(and therefore on the floor). Goodbye, you eight-armed leftist bubonic excuse for a Stewart Island crane
operator. What are you going to do for a face when the orang-utang wants his arse back.

Drawing of a man sewing
Drawing of a man with a yin and yang puzzle

Yours in friendship,
Kev, Kruger, Cathy, Musk, Tony, Steve, Dune, Kyle
(The Scottish Git), Pin and the Pregnant Frankfurter,

Salient Inky?!



Dear Peter,

Why does the ink used in your rag come off on my hands so easily. Couldn't you do something about this
rather than wasting your time writing bloody stupid editorials.

Come on get your priorities right, students' welfare first. When you've done your job properly you can start
playing politics.

If you think I'm niggly you should try washing the fucking stuff off.
Yours faithfully,

(Black Hand).
(The black ink is used for part of the Salient Readership Survey. The more black-handed students, the

better the issue. It also discourages people from wiping their bums with the paper—ed.)

Corporal Punishment Criticised

Dear Peter,

In reference to the article By Chris Conway on corporal punishment (From the Courts; 16.7.79). I feel that
Mr Conway has entirely missed the point of the proposed legislation, in his eagerness to debate on the
effectiveness of corporal punishment, and it's place in society. What in my opinion, the legislation sets out to
do, is to prevent the situation where in adults responsible for the care of children have a carte blanche to hit
them as brutally, and as frequently, as they wish to.

Introducing the concept of assault into the area of physical punishment of minors by adults is a vitally
important step, because it removes society's almost unspoken acceptance that it is the right of parents and other
responsible adults to abuse the children in their care. There exists at this time, in many parts of the world, a
situation where physical abuse of children by adults is not taken very seriously by the courts, (ie does not often
lead to conviction), simply because it is assumed that parents and other responsible adults have a right to do
with children in their care exactly as they choose.

As far as the disciplining of children through physical punishment is concerned, the first relevant point is
that there are more effective, and less traumatic ways to guide children towards desirable behaviour; and the
second that physical chastisement can easily move from the area of one smack, to brutal, prolonged beatings
resulting in abrasions, fractures, lifelong psychological trauma, and very often, death; for which, incidentally
the adult is not usually deemed responsible.

It would do Mr Conway well to remember that the child and wife-beaters of our society are usually those
who have been brutally beaten in childhood themselves, with no protection under the law: (See Erin Pizzey's
"Don't Scream Or The Neighbours Will Hear You"). Whether or not physical punishment "has it's place in any
disciplinary system", this place should be at the bottom of the list, as there are more effective, and more
humane ways to achieve the stated end — the upbringing of mature, responsible, and emotionally stable adults.

Yours Sincerely,

Kaye. L. McLaren.

Make 'em pay

Dear Ed,

I am concerned at the quibbling over overseas student fees, these students are using facilities provided by
the New Zealand taxpayer, picking the brains of staff members and in some cases filling roles of restricted
schools, e.g. Architecture, Medicine and Pharmacy, why shouldn't they pay for the privilege?



If their government is so senseless it cannot see that in future it requires graduates for the basis of a
productive and stable economy [unclear: an] therefore purposely mitigate opportunities [unclear: fo] higher
education then it is on their own [unclear: head] and the New Zealand Government should [unclear: no] be
crossed with the burden. Foreign Aid? [unclear: t] majority of overseas students are better [unclear: off]
nancially than we are and in the present [unclear: eco] mic climate New Zealand is not in any [unclear: positi]
to help anybody. We could use a little of [unclear: that] aid here.

It is a-New Zealander's right to have an [unclear: E] cation in New Zealand and it is a privilege [unclear:
to] foreigner.

Yours in Patriotism,

Te Whiti.

Malaysian Defence

Dear Sir,

I would like to reply to "The People's [unclear: Vo] If the Voice refers to those fucking [unclear:
chatterbox] who frequent the Fourth Floor of the [unclear: library] and "drive all the smart new can, use
[unclear: expets] sive calculators", I'd like to clarify that [unclear: they]Not Malaysians but your fellow New
[unclear: Zealand] of Chinese origins.

Thanks,

Tiau Ngee.

It has One Member, Anyway

Dear Peter,

Down here on floor zero it occurred to me [unclear: v] should have an "Andy Tees Fan Club".
How about it, any seconders to the motion?

Sincerely,

Me.

No More Silly Letters

Sir,

Being but an ordinary mortal I must admit that of late the growing factionalism in the let ter's pages of
"Salient" has me dumbfounded and bemused.

Who are these people that write in under absurd pseudonyms to air their petty grievances and then go on to
provoke stupid squabbles with other morons who have nothing better to do [unclear: th] write whinging letters
to "Salient" purely for [unclear: th] egotistical pleasure of seeing their ravings in [unclear: prit] As a result of
these cretin's efforts, the letters [unclear: p] has rapidly become no more than a [unclear: battleground] for
several different sets of groups to hurl [unclear: insult] at each other in a never-ending status struggle [unclear:
(a] though there is also a rather conspicuous [unclear: power] struggle taking place in the University's [unclear:



political] scene which has its close letter-writing [unclear: adherent] on both sides — however we don't need to
[unclear: worry] about this as nobody takes it seriously [unclear: anyway.]

But to the point, we, the student body en masse, are bcoming decidedly disenchanted [unclear: with] this
gradual monopolisation of the normal [unclear: stu—] cent's section of the paper, not to mention [unclear: the]
erosion of its entertainment value through [unclear: what] its perpetrators might think is humour but [unclear:
which] nauseates everybody else.

Thus on behalf of all the other students [unclear: who] used to enjoy the free expression and rapier
[unclear: wit] of the letter's page, I would like to lodge a [unclear: for—] mal complaint against the
institutsonalised and cliched efforts in innocuous hackneys who have gone unnoticed in life and would benefit
mankind if they were also to do so in our paper.

In antici...................pation,
Average Varsity Student.

P.S. A literacy test might do the trick.
Shape tomorrow... Enquire now and obtain an appointment time on Wednesday; Thursday; and Friday

August 8-9-10 1979 Teacher Recruitment Officer Mr Don Crampton will be available for discussion and
interview at the offices of the CAREERS ADVISORY SERVICE 6 Kelburn Parade OR PHONE 850-499 for
an appointment on another date. KINDERGARTEN PRIMARY SECONDARY COME TEACHING TODAY!


